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Abstract 

 

The thesis is going to analyze the role of dialogical artists within the art field by 

adopting an institutional entrepreneurial perspective. Furthermore, from an empirical 

analysis of dialogical art, the thesis is going to delve into social innovation by describing 

the process through which dialogical art leads to potential social change. The arrival of a 

new institutional logic whitin the art filed emerges as a finding of this thesis.  

 

Introduction 

 

A Cinema for Immigrants is the name of the project that Austrian collective 

WochenKlausur did in Limerick, Ireland, in 2006. Specifically, it was a free cinema 

program with special films chosen by and targeting at ethnic minorities. Limerick, the 

country’s third largest city, was booming and investing heavily in its economy much more, 

at least, than in integration projects or cultural programs. For example, Limerick had no 

cinema in its city center. Because cinema and films are important cultural catalysts, 

WochenKlausur’s project was based on implementing an additional monthly film event for 

immigrants at the Belltable Arts Centre. Every month, immigrants from a different country 

would be given the opportunity to arrange screenings on a free evening. In order to 

arrange showings of the movies selected by the immigrants, WochenKlausur contacted 

film distributors, production companies, festival organizers and directors around the world, 

negotiating with them for access to prizewinning films free of charge. A free admission 

policy enabled everyone to see the films, regardless of income. The group also succeeded 

in organizing buses to transport people from the city’s three refugee centers to the 

evening film events. 

In this Thesis, it is claimed that not only this project is a great example of what is 

called dialogical art, but also that similar projects act, in our society, as means to promote 

social innovation. Dialogical artists develop art practices that have great social impact, are 

surrounded by a non-elitist aura, and engage more people. This type of art, which goes 

under different labels, such as socially engaged art, community-based art, experimental 

communities, littoral art, participatory, interventionist, research-based, or collaborative art 

is now generating an expanded field of artistic interest. These practices were initiated for 

the first time in the ‘70s, and have been confined to the periphery of the art world for 
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more than thirty years, due to the fact that they were not considered as Art. On the 

contrary, nowadays, these works are defined as art, are more centrally located in the art 

field, and even receive awards by the art world. The Thesis aims at describing the process 

by which this situation has changed. Art theory literature is adopted to analyze dialogical 

works from an institutional entrepreneurship perspective. Specifically, it provides readers 

with answers to the following questions: (q1) Can dialogical artists be considered as 

institutional entrepreneurs within the art field? (q2) Are these artists bringing a social 

change?  

According to Battilana et al. (2009) an “institutional entrepreneur is an actor who 

initiates and actively participates in the implementation of changes that divert from the 

existing institutional framework”. Dialogical art is a complex, contradictory and unruly area 

of practice that is distinguished by its extraordinary geographic scope. Some examples of 

these projects include: an art school conceived as a work of art by Cuban artist Tania 

Bruguera (Arte de Conducta, 2002-2009); the institution of a meeting point for a 

discussion about the situation of drug-addicted women by the Austrian collective 

WochenKlausur (The Intervention to aid drug-addicted women project, 1994); the 

counterhegemonic projects based on the production of a critical community consciousness 

of the British Art of Change; the activist art collaboration with trade union members over 

the past twenty years of Condé and Beveridge (condebeveridge, 2105); the public 

participatory art projects in Ireland and in Asia promoted by Singapore artist Joy Koh 

(Koh, 2015); the creation of a hub of activities aims at generating creative projects and 

solutions funded by Beatrice Catanzaro in Palestine (baital karama, 2015).  

 I stress that my research does not provide a comprehensive or synoptic survey of 

socially engaged art practices. I focus only on some examples of the so-called “dialogical 

art”, practices with certain dialogical common features, which will be accurately described 

in the following pages (Kester 2004). Art theory is dedicating to them some remarkable 

attention, even if there is still a lot of tension towards these practices. In fact, this way of 

doing art makes demands on the critic and historian that are quite different from those 

imposed by more conventional art forms. It has become increasingly evident that the 

normative theoretical conventions and research methodologies governing contemporary 

art criticism are ill equipped to respond to the questions this work raises. As a result it has 

often been left to the practitioners themselves to provide some of the most important 

navigational markers for the analysis of this work 
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 1. The debate 

 

 Even if dialogical art is not described anymore as not-art as it was in the ‘70s, 

nowadays, there are still some concerns, expecially among art critics, about its legitimate 

artistic status. Specifically, dialogical works are often criticized for being anesthetics or are 

attacked for needlessly suppressing visual gratification (Kester, 2004). Having been 

considered as unofficial art for more than 30 years, these works have received little or no 

validation at all from mainstream critics, curators, or institutions. Some of the critics even 

perceive the position of these artists as self-defeating, with the artists deliberatively 

choosing to limit the impact of their work by fine-tuning it to the specific conditions and 

needs of a merely local set of collaborators rather than the potentially global audience of 

the art world.  Nowadays, the tensions that exist in thinking around collaborative art 

practices can be exemplified by the theoretical positions taken by Claire Bishop and Grant 

Kester. On the one hand, Bishop, especially in her first writings, was profoundly skeptical 

about their status as art, and, only recently, in her last book Artificial Hell, has she 

described her journey towards these projects as the one from “skeptical distance to 

imbrication”. She openly wrote: “as relationships with producers were consolidated, my 

comfortable outsider status (impotent but secure in my critical superiority) had to be 

recalibrated along more constructive lines” (Bishop, 2012). Nicolas Bourriaud also 

addressed in his book Relational Aesthetics the transition, in contemporary art, to a 

relational aesthetic, defined by “meetings, encounters, events and various types of 

collaboration between people” (Bourriaud, 1994). However, he failed to convey the 

complexity and diversity of socially engaged art practice over the last several decades. 

Bishop imposed a similarly rigid boundary between “aesthetic projects” (provocative, 

uncomfortable, and multi-layered) and “activist work” (predictable, benevolent, 

ineffectual). For Bishop art can become legitimately political only indirectly, by exposing 

the limits and contradictions of political discourse itself from the quasi-detached 

perspective of the artist. On the other hand, Kester, with other art critics, has given great 

value to these practices and has developed an art theory capable of taking into 

consideration the peculiar and new features brought up by these artworks.  

The main difference between Grant Kester and Claire Bishop derives from a 

fundamental disagreement about the role of ethics in collaborative practice. Claire Bishop’s 

The Social Turn: Collaboration and its Discontents contains a forceful agenda: to attack a 
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tendency for art criticism to evaluate collaborative works in ethical rather than aesthetic 

terms, judging their success solely with regards to the egalitarian form of the inter-

subjective relation enacted by the work (Bishop, 2006). By contrast, Grant Kester, in 

Conversation Pieces: Community and Communication in Modern Art, states that ethical 

reflection is a core element of collaborative art, where the artists must overcome their 

“own privileged status in order to create an equal dialogue with participants” (Kester, 

2004). For Bishop this tendency reduces art to moral criteria, and encourages new art to 

be made in the image of these criteria (Bishop, 2006). The ethical turn for Bishop is a 

threat to the authorial autonomy and complexity that are the sine qua non of art as 

aesthetic practice (Charnely, 2011). By being complex, a work of art, especially in the 

avant-garde, it has to produce a sort of shock to the sensibilities of the viewer and to not 

be accessible by the masses (Ibidem). Thus, a prejudice against straightforward 

communication is ingrained in art criticism. For Kester, on the contrary, this shock has 

become a means of holding at bay the political and social world rather than an attempt to 

engage with it (Kester, 2004; Kester, 2011). 

 

2. Literature Review 

 

Over the past decades, institutional theory has become one of the most prominent 

theories in organizational analysis (Walsh, Meyer and Schoonhoven, 2006). Mainstream 

new institutionalist thought has been criticized for its emphasis on continuity and 

conformity. Because of its focus on the broader factors that induce organizations to 

become the same, it has, according to some, neglected questions of agency, interest and 

change (DiMaggio 1988). Institutional entrepreneurship is an abrupt change in institutional 

theory. While institutional approaches generally consider the constraints under which 

actors operate, works on institutional entrepreneurship try to build a theory of action 

based on the tenets of institutional theory (Fligstein 1997). “The core argument of the 

institutional entrepreneurship literature focuses on the conditions and mechanisms that 

enable entrepreneurs to actively shape their institutional environment from within” (Smets 

& Reihlen, 2012).  The notion of institutional entrepreneurship was initially introduced by 

DiMaggio (1988) as a way to reintroduce actors’ agency to institutional analysis.  

Eisenstadt (1980) was the first to use the notion of institutional entrepreneurship to 

characterize “actors who serve as catalysts for structural change and take the lead in 
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being the impetus for, and giving direction to, change” (Colomy and Rhoades, 1994). 

Thereby, Eisenstadt (1980) described institutional entrepreneurs as “one variable, among 

a constellation of others, that was relevant to the process of social change”. DiMaggio, 

building on Eisenstadt, introduced the notion of institutional entrepreneurship in 

institutional analysis to characterize “organized actors with sufficient resources to 

contribute to the genesis of new institution in which they see an opportunity to realize 

interest that they value highly”. Institutional entrepreneurs drive “change in the norms, 

values and beliefs of organisational systems” (Fligstein, 1997; Lawrence & Suddaby, 2005) 

Following Battilana, Leca, et al. (2009) “only those actors who initiate divergent changes, 

that is, changes that break with the institutionalized template for organizing within a given 

institutional context, can be regarded as institutional entrepreneurs”. The institutionalized 

template for organizing often referred to as an “institutional logic” (Dobbin, 1994; 

Friedland & Alford, 1991; Scott, 1987, 1994; Suddaby & Greenwood, 2005; Thornton, 

2002, 2004), “is a field’s shared understanding of the goals to be pursued and how they 

are to be pursued”.  

Institutional entrepreneurs have to able to counter political opposition coming from 

“Institutional defenders” who, by benefitting from the status quo (DiMaggio, 1988; Levy & 

Scully, 2007), actively arise to defend existing beliefs and practices. DiMaggio aimed to 

explain how actors could shape institutions despite pressures towards stasis (Holm, 1995; 

Seo and Creed, 2002).“The concept of an institution can be thought of as those (more or 

less) enduring elements of social life that affect the behaviour and beliefs of individuals 

and collective actors by providing templates for action, cognition, and emotion (DiMaggio 

& Powell, 1991; Meyer & Rowan, 1977; Scott, 2001), nonconformity with which is 

associated with some kind of costs” (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983; Jepperson, 1991, 

Lawrance et al., 2002). Centered around common issues, institutions are perpetuated 

within groups of actors that become “arenas of power relations” (Brint & Karabel, 1991) 

that construct the very definition of issues in the form of rules, norms, and beliefs (Wade-

Benzoni et al., 2002). Institutions are a set of practices rather than sequences of individual 

actions (Giddens, 1984). It is possible to conceptualize actions as happenings observable 

at a specific location and time, whereas practices involve an “invisible” quality of rules or 

custom that goes unnoticed if only observes one instance of it. Since publication of 

DiMaggio (1988), the literature on institutional entrepreneurship has grown exponentially. 

Although it seems to be a powerful way to account for the role of actors in institutional 
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change, the notion of institutional entrepreneurship is problematic because it alludes to 

the classical debate on “structure vs agency”, which implies that actors are somehow able 

to disengage from their social context and act to change.  This relates to the “paradox of 

embedded agency” (Holm, 1995; Seo and Creed, 2002), which alludes to the tension 

between institutional determinism and agency.  In an effort to explain how actors can act 

as institutional entrepreneurs despite institutional pressures, and thereby resolve the 

paradox of embedded agency, a number of studies account for the fact that institutional 

entrepreneurs are often ushered onto the stage by enabling conditions (Strang and Sine 

2002). Specifically, two categories of enabling conditions have so far received a great deal 

of attention: field-level conditions and actors’ position in the organizational field (Battilana 

et.al, 2009).  

 

The enabling role of Field-level conditions 

 

The concept of organizational field is central to institutional theory. DiMaggio and 

Powell defined a field as "sets of organizations that, in the aggregate, constitute an area 

of institutional life. The different types of field-level conditions that have been identified, 

far from being mutually exclusive, are often interrelated. Precipitating jolts or crises are 

identified by Child, Lua and Sai (2007), Greenwood et al. (2002), Fligstein (1997, 2001), 

and Holm (1995) as field-level enabling conditions for institutional entrepreneurship. 

Phillips et al. (2000), Fligstein and Mara-Drita (1996), and Wade-Benzoni et al. (2002) 

identified as a second type of field-level enabling condition the presence of field-level 

problems that might generate crises. Organizational field characteristics are a third type of 

field-level enabling condition. Among other organizational field characteristics, scholars 

have emphasized particularly the enabling role of an organizational field’s degrees of 

heterogeneity and institutionalization. The heterogeneity of institutional arrangements, 

that is, the variance in the characteristics of different institutional arrangements, might 

facilitate the occurrence of institutional entrepreneurship (Seo and Creed, 2002). 

Heterogeneous institutional arrangements in an organizational field are likely to give rise 

to institutional incompatibilities, which become a source of internal contradiction. Many 

scholars (Clemens & Cook, 1999; Dorado, 2005; Seo & Creed (2002), Rao, Morrill and 

Zald, 2000; Rao 1998; Haveman and Rao, 1997; Leblebici et al., 1991) highlight the 

enabling role of institutional contradictions in institutional entrepreneurship.  
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The degree of institutionalization of organizational fields has also been shown to 

affect actors’ agency (Tolbert and Zucker, 1996) and thereby institutional 

entrepreneurship. But there seems to be debate regarding the impact of degree of 

institutionalization of organizational fields on institutional entrepreneurship. Dorado (2005) 

developed a typology that takes into account both degree of heterogeneity and degree of 

institutionalization in attempting to determine the extent to which fields are likely to offer 

opportunities for action, that is, for institutional entrepreneurship. She suggests that 

organizational fields may be opportunity opaque, transparent, or hazy. “Opportunity 

opaque fields” are highly institutionalized and/or isolated from the potential influence of 

other fields; thereby they do not provide any opportunity for action. “Opportunity 

transparent” fields, instead, offer a lot of opportunity for action by being characterized by 

the co-existence of heterogeneous institutional arrangements and a substantial level of 

institutionalization. Finally, “opportunity hazy” fields are characterized by minimal 

institutionalization and many heterogeneous models of practices, thus offering 

opportunities for action that are difficult to grasp because agents must deal with a highly 

unpredictable environment.  

 

The enabling role of Actors’ social position 

 

Studies of institutional entrepreneurship have also highlighted the enabling role of 

actors’ social position (DiMaggio, 1988; Dorado, 2005; Leblebici et al., 1991; Haveman 

and Rao, 1997; Garud et al., 2002; Rao et al., 2000; Levy and Egan, 2003; Battilana, 

2006). Actors’ social position is a key factor in that it might have an impact both on actors’ 

perception of the field (Dorado, 2005) and on their access to the resources needed to 

engage in institutional entrepreneurship (Lawrence, 1999). It has been shown that actors 

at the margins of an organizational field (Leblebici et al., 1991; Haveman and Rao, 1997; 

Garud et al., 2002) or the interstices of different organizational fields (Boxenbaum & 

Battilana, 2005; Phillips et al., 2000; Rao et al., 2000) are more likely to act as institutional 

entrepreneurs. Yet, dissenting opinions can be found; institutional entrepreneurs might be 

found, according to some research, not only to be at the periphery but also at the center 

of fields (Sherer and Lee, 2002; Greenwood and Suddaby, 2006; Zilber, 2002). 

Whereas most studies that have taken into account the enabling role of actors’ 

social position have used organizations as the unit of analysis, some studies (Dorado, 
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2005; Maguire et al., 2004) have started to focus on the enabling role of individuals’ social 

position. Dorado (2005: 397) proposes that actors’ “social position,” that is, “their position 

in the structure of social networks,” which corresponds to the set of persons with whom 

they are directly linked (Aldrich 1999), affects their perception of their organizational field 

and, thereby, the likelihood that they will act as institutional entrepreneurs. Although 

social position is the individual-level enabling condition for institutional entrepreneurship 

that has received the most attention thus far, a few studies (e.g., Dorado, 2005; Fligstein, 

1997, 2001; Maguire et al., 2004; Seo and Creed, 2002) have noted the impact of other 

individual-level enabling conditions. Mutch (2007) suggests that institutional entrepreneurs 

are able to abstract from the concerns of others and to take an autonomous reflexive 

stance. Fligstein (1997, 2001) considers institutional entrepreneurs to be socially skilled 

actors.  

 

The enabling role of Actors’ specific characteristics 

 

Regarding the definition of agency, motivation and creativity drive actors to break 

away from scripted patterns of behaviour (Emirbayer and Mische 1998).  Emirbayer and 

Mische and other sociologists in the pragmatic (John Dewey, George Herbert Mead) and 

phenomenological (Alfred Schutz) traditions, define agency as a temporally embedded 

process of social engagement and suggest that it reproduces and transforms the world 

through the interplay of the habits, imagination, and judgment of actors. Institutional 

entrepreneurs “agentic orientation” (Emirbayer and Mische, 1998) is considered to be both 

practical-evaluative and projective. Dorado (2005) and Seo and Creed (2002) confirm 

institutional entrepreneur’s ability to display a strong projective capacity, which is the 

capacity to imaginatively generate possible future trajectories of action that may lead to 

the creative reconfiguration of existing structures of thought and action.   

Personal motivation is one force that drives institutional entrepreneurs to diverge 

from institutionalized patterns. While some authors in the reviewed literature refer to 

motivation (e.g., Anand and Watson 2004), most evoke the concept of “interests” (e.g. 

Beckert 1999; Rao 1998; Fligstein and Mara-Drita 1996). This choice of wording appears 

to flow from the widespread use of DiMaggio’s definition of institutional entrepreneurship 

from 1988. Whichever terminology they use, authors remain vague in their allusions to a 

broader notion of interests. It is proposed that institutional entrepreneurs are not narrowly 
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self-interested (Fligstein 2001), but that they are driven by values (Wade-Benzoni et al. 

2002), ideology (Rao 1998), power (DiMaggio 1991), or problems to be solved (Leblebici 

et al. 1991), more so than by material interests. Many studies consider missionary 

organizations as institutional entrepreneurs aiming at modifying the established order as it 

does not correspond to their values (e.g. Haveman and Rao 1997; Rao 1998). Yet, other 

studies also document institutional entrepreneurs who act on the sole base of their 

material interests. Greenwood et al. (2002) show that the Big 5 were willing to change the 

rules in the Canadian accounting community once they considered that the existing 

institutional order would impede their strategy. 

Although research has already moved away from a view of the institutional 

entrepreneur as a hero, it might, nevertheless, be interesting to question further the issue 

of agency on several dimensions including the issue of institutional entrepreneurs’ 

intentionality. Intentionality of institutional entrepreneurs refers to the express will of 

institutional entrepreneurs to change the existing institution from the outset of their 

actions. Studies of institutional entrepreneurship vary with regard to specifying actors’ 

degree of intentionality. Whereas early studies tended to consider that institutional 

entrepreneurs purposively develop strategies aimed at trying to change their institutional 

environments (Colomy, 1998; Colomy & Rhoades, 1994), more recent studies suggest that 

their intentions can evolve at different steps of the change process (Child, Lua, & Tsai, 

2007), and that some actors might unintentionally depart from the existing institutions in a 

field (Lounsbury & Crumley, 2007). Battilana, Leca, & Boxenbaum (2009), define 

institutional entrepreneurs as change agents who, whether or not they initially intended to 

change their institutional environment, initiate, and actively participate in the 

implementation of, changes that diverge from existing institutions. 

 

The process of institutional entrepreneurship 

 

Active participation in change efforts is another requirement in order to be 

considered as an institutional entrepreneur. Because they can seldom change institutions 

alone, institutional entrepreneurs must typically mobilize allies (e.g. Boxenbaum and 

Battilana, 2005; Fligstein, 1997; Greenwood, Suddaby and Hinings, 2002), develop 

alliances and cooperation (Fligstein, 2001; Lawrence, Hardy and Phillips, 2002; Rao, 

1998). In particular they must mobilize key constituents such as highly embedded agents 
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(Lawrence, Hardy, and Phillips, 2002), professionals and experts (Hwang and Powell, 

2005). Researchers have investigated how institutional entrepreneurs develop discursive 

strategies  (e.g., Creed, Scully and Austin, 2002; Dorado, 2005; Fligstein, 1997, 2001; 

Maguire et al., 2004; Rao, 1998; Seo and Creed, 2002) and use resources (Fligstein, 1997; 

Lawrence, Mauws, Dyck, and Kleysen, 2005) to develop those strategies.  More recently, 

they have begun to investigate how institutional entrepreneurs design specific institutional 

arrangements to support their projects and stabilize their implementation (Battilana et al, 

2009).  

The engagement of individuals in institutional entrepreneurship has become a 

central concern in institutional research (Dacin et al., 2002). Research in this area has 

yielded a substantial body of knowledge (Battilana et al., 2009).  Engaging in institutional 

entrepreneurship is a decision individuals are unlikely to take lightly, considering that, 

because of the difficulties involved, these efforts are expected to be both resource-

intensive and risky (Phillips et al., 2000). Thus, it is essential to understand why 

individuals involved in these efforts (Dorado, 2013). Most research exploring institutional 

entrepreneurship has adopted a macro perspective and focused on the institutional 

conditions that frame engagement (Dorado, 2005).  A focus on macro-conditions (whether 

events with hard-to-disregard outcomes or tensions among institutional logics) advances 

our understanding of institutional entrepreneurship by explaining why individuals can 

become institutional entrepreneurs, not why they will (Dorado, 2013). 

Recently researchers have suggested the value of a micro-institutional perspective 

(Colyvas & Powell, 2006) to explore differences in behaviour among individuals exposed to 

similar macro institutional conditions (Binder, 2007; Hallett & Ventresca, 2006; Lawrence 

& Suddaby, 2006). Rooted in the pragmatist (Dewey, 1985; Schutz, 1962) and symbolic 

interactionist (Blumer, 1986; Goffman, 1974; Mead, 1967) traditions, in this research, the 

status of individuals shifts from a role as “accomplice to social processes of 

institutionalization and structuration” (Giddens, 1984) to a role as “agent whose 

motivations, behaviours, and relationships” are central to their involvement (Lawrence et 

al., 2010, p. 55). Why are individuals willing to engage in institutional entrepreneurship? 

Theoretically, this research points to dissonance (Festinger, 1957) as the answer 

(Emirbayer, 1997; Emirbayer & Mische, 1998). Dissonance describes a cognitive state that 

people experience when their appreciation of situated circumstances violates their 

expectations of how things ought to be (Dorado, 2013). This cognitive state is unpleasant 
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and can, under unusual circumstances, generate surprise, puzzlement and thereby 

motivate individuals to engage in institutional thinking, that is, the type of reflective 

thinking that allows individuals to question their institutionally-defined expectations 

(Heclo, 2008; Stark, 2009).  

Firstly, the Thesis is going to delve into art theory itself (literature) in order to 

understand the “institutional logic” within the art field. Then, it is going to examine if 

dialogical artists, through their practices, provoke divergent changes by enacting logics 

that break with the dominant one. Finally, the Thesis is going to describe the process by 

which these artists create a fertile space for institutional changes. It is interesting to note 

that this study harbors under analysis a field that has never before been investigated by 

the theory of institutional entrepreneurship: the one of the Art. This innovation asked       

prompted me to combine both literature to proceed with a correct analysis. 

 

3. Methodology 

 

3.1.The empirical context: historical background of dialogical art 

 

Regarding dialogical art, important transition figures include Stephen Willats and 

the Artists Placement Group in the UK and Suzanne Lacy and Helen and Newton Harrison 

in the USA. While this collaborative, consultative approach has deep and complex roots in 

the history of art and cultural activism, it has also energized a younger generation of 

practitioners and collectives, such as: Wochenklausur Jay Koh, The Art of Change, Peter 

Dunn, Tania Bruguera, Beatrice Catanzaro, and many others. These artists and art 

collectives have a series of provocative assumptions in common about the relationship 

between art and the broader social and political world, and about the kind of knowledge 

that aesthetic experience is capable of producing (Kester, 2004). Moreover, all these 

artists do not describe their projects as social or political activism per se (although they 

clearly have activist implications), but as works of art. This is less a formal movement than 

it is an inclination that has developed in the projects of artists and groups over the past 

thirty years. It has clear connection with community arts tradition in the UK and to 

temporary public art in the USA. These works are also indebted to, and in some cases, are 

part of, the post Greenbergian diaspora of arts practices during the ‘60s and ‘70s. At the 

same time, they expand this tradition in a set of positive practices directed toward the 
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world beyond the gallery walls, linking new forms of intersubjective experience with social 

and political activism (Kester, 2004).  

In order to comprehend better what is meant by dialogical art, it is relevant to 

proceed by highlighting its the historical background. Definitely, the community art, for its 

part, was already able to engage more the viewers, breaking down to some extent the 

conventional hierarchy between artists and viewers, but it was not capable of providing a 

substantial critique of the dominant system of political and economic or in acknowledging 

its complicity in perpetuating those systems. Community-based artists often treated the 

other as a damaged human resource, to be made whole on exposure to the healing 

effects of art. Here art was presenting more as a service as part of a more general 

attempt to dismantle the state’s regulatory oversight of the market system. Too often, it 

happened that community-based artists, through their practices, instead of challenging the 

system itself, aligned with the existing imperatives of social services agencies (Kester 

2004; Kester 2011).  

Using the condition of duration and visuality to differentiate it from the normative 

model of avant-garde, Thomas Crow tried to challenge the insistence, unique to 

modernism, that its visual character can define art primarily, if not solely (Crow, 1996). 

Crow focused on the emergence of works during the 1970s and 1980s that challenged 

what he described as modernism’s “fetish of visuality” (by artists such as Joseph Kosuth, 

Marcel Broodthaers, and Chris Burden) (Crow, 1996). Not only the visual status of the 

work of art was challenged, but also the way in which the viewer related to the work. This 

period witnessed the creation of a wide range of works that invited and depended on the 

viewer’s direct physical involvement. This interactive orientation implied an art experience 

that extends over time. Graham’s video installation, Piper’s performance, Mierle Laderman 

and Kaprow’s nontheatrical performance are all examples of approaches that 

foregrounded the temporal nature of aesthetic experience. The art of 1960s and 1970s 

was a relatively subtle movement away from the artwork as self-contained and toward a 

more dialogical relationship to the viewer.  Latham and Steveni, along with Jeffrey Shaw 

and Barry Flanagan, cofounded the Artists Placement Group (APG) in the early 1970s. 

Artists, according to Letham, were skilled in this kind of “durational and imaginative 

thinking” (Kester, 2004). He related this orientation to the shift within modernism itself 

toward an understanding of art as an “event” rather than an object (Ibidem). An event 

that was intended to produce a transformation in the viewer’s consciousness of the world. 
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The APG’ s vision and work was a great breakthrough in the attempt to define a durational 

and dialogical art practice (Slater, 2000). 

 

3.2. Research design, research approach and data collection method 

The approach that was taken to conduct this study was qualitative. Qualitative data 

are particularly useful when researchers wish to find out why and how people engage in 

certain behaviours (Bryman & Bell, 2007a). The strength of qualitative research is its 

ability to provide rich textual descriptions of how people experience a given research 

issue. Dialogical artists represent a case study to both test the theory of institutional 

entrepreneurship, and to let new theory to emerge. In summary, a deductive and 

inductive reasoning method was used to test and develop theory correspondingly. 

Both primary and secondary data were combined in order to conduct the research. 

Because dialogical art had to be accurately described and analysed, relying only on 

primary data would have not been enough. Regarding the primary data, original material 

was collected through semi-structured interviews, a way of asking questions that allows 

the interviewer to have more control of the interview. The primary advantage of 

interviews is that they provide much more detailed information than what is available 

through other data collection methods (Boyce & Neale, 2006). They allowed me as a 

researcher to access people’s perceptions, meanings, definitions of situations and 

constructions of reality (Punch, 2005).  

Even if it were possible, it is not necessary to collect data from everyone in a 

community in order to get valid findings. In qualitative research, only a sample of a 

population is selected for any given study (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). I adopted both a 

purposive and snowball sampling, thus most of the participants were preselected based on 

defined criteria relevant to the research question. Specifically, I selected artists, whose 

projects presented specific dialogical features. But, it happened that, often, the artists 

interviewed used their social networks to refer to other people who could potentially 

participate in or contribute to the study.  Snowball sampling helped me to find and recruit 

this hidden population, that is, artists doing dialogical art practices not easily accessible to 

me through other sampling strategies. Finally, I followed the snowball method until I 

reached theoretical saturation, “the point in data collection when new data no longer bring 

additional insights to the research questions” (Eisenhardt, 1989).  
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The artistic collectives interviewed are presented in Table 1 and, instead, the artists 

interviewed are shown in Table 2. In both, I specified their year of birth, country of origin 

and main project discussed in the interview. One of my concerns was that of having a 

sample of dialogical artists representative of individuals coming from different situations in 

terms of visibility in the art field, country of provenience, years of practicing. My aim, in 

fact, was that of finding common trends regarding “dialogical art” in the universalized art 

world, which overcame more personal/localized features. This was difficult because these 

practices are very localized, but it was required in order to generate a general framework, 

which could have worked in the context of the art field, where all of them operate. Having 

a mix sample helped me to shed light only on those universalized common principles and 

practices, which interested me in order to study their art making. 

 
Table 1: Interviewed Collectives 

Name   Year of 
birth  

Country of 
origin 

Main Project discussed 

Ala Plastica  1991 Argentina Junco/Especies Emergentes,1995  
(Rio de la Plata, Argentina) 
 

Wochenklausur   1993 Austria The Intervention to aid drug-
addicted women project, 1994 
(Zurich, Switzerland) 
 

Table 2: Interviewed Artists  

Name  Year of 
birth 

Country of origin 
 

Main Project discussed 
 
 

Jay Koh 1950 Singapore/Germany IFIMA (International Forum for 
InterMedia Art)  
 
M-Project, 2004 
(Myanmar) 
 

Tania 
Bruguera 

1968 Cuba Arte de Conducta, 2002-2009 
(Havana, Cuba) 
 

Peter Dunn 1946 UK Poplar Futures, 2002-2010 
(London, UK) 
 

Loraine 
Leeson 

1951 UK Awakenings, 1995 
(London, UK) 
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Beatrice 
Catanzaro 

1975 Italy Bait al Karama, 2009-Present 
(Nablus, Palestine) 
 

Suzanne 
Lacy 

1945 
 

USA Oakland Project, 1991-2001 
(Oakland, USA)  

Chemi 
Rosado 
Seijo 

1973 Puerto Rico El Cerro, 2002-Present  
(Puerto Rico) 
 

Carole 
Condé 

1940 Canada Art is political, 1975 
 
Class Maintenance, 2003 
(Edmonton, Canada) 
 

Karl 
Beveridge 

1945 Canada Class Maintenance, 2003 
(Edmonton, Canada) 
 

Jen Delos 
Reyes 

1981 Canada /USA Open Engagement, 2007 
(Portland, USA)  

Interviews are optimal for collecting data on individuals’ personal perspectives 

about their art practices and experiences (Mack at al., 2005). Specifically, the interviews 

conducted were semi-structured; hence, an interview schedule was used to keep some 

control of the interview, but also to allow for some flexibility in terms of the interviewee’s 

responses. The interviews were done on video Skype calls and lasted approximately 

around 40-50 minutes each. They were recorded using a software called Call Recorder and 

were all transcribed down in words, at the end of each conversation. This let me always  

have an updated understanding as the main themes emerged, and thus to make, if 

needed, additional adjustments to my questions in following conversations.  

My idea was that of becoming intimately familiar with each case as a stand-alone 

entity (Eisenhardt, 1989). This process allowed the unique patterns of each case to 

emerge before I pushed to generalize patterns across cases. This provided me with a rich 

familiarity with each case, which, in turn, accelerated cross-case comparison. I proceed 

with within-case analysis for search of patterns. My aim was that of overcoming the typical 

information-processing biases and try to look at data in divergent ways. Specifically, one 

tactic was to select categories or dimensions, and then to look for similarities and 

differences between the respondents. The dimensions were suggested by the literature of 

institutional entrepreneurship, art theory, and by myself as researcher seeking to 

understand the process of dialogical art. This method let me force investigations beyond 

initial impressions (Eisenhardt, 1989). I intensively and minutely scrutinized, line-by-line 
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and word-by-word in an attempt to generate, verify, discard, combine or modify coded 

groupings. For each of these codes a computer file was opened, and all of the code’s 

citations, descriptions, and other bits of information were copied and pasted into it.  

Moreover, I also adopted a second tactic that was that of selecting pairs of cases 

and then to list the similarities and differences between each pair. These tactics improve 

the likelihood of accurate and reliable theory, that is, a theory with a close fit with the 

data. Moreover, it also enhances the probability that the investigators will capture the 

novel findings, which may exist in the data (Eisenhardt, 1989). In the final stage of 

analysis, the identified themes were used to generate hypothetical interpretative frames. 

Finally, the hypothetical interpretative frames were validated, refuted, or modified through 

repeated rescanning of the entry files in search of examples, counterexamples, evidence, 

and exceptions.  

 It is for this reason that the process of formulating and understanding the 

qualitative data was a challenging and time consuming process. Analysing qualitative data 

begins very often at the same time that it is collected and is constantly gone through 

interpretation during the course of the study, meaning that interpreting the collected 

information was a project-long task.  Secondary data were found through a diverse range 

of sources. Academic articles and books were accessed using Bocconi Library, CBP Library, 

Google Scholar and JSTOR. Moreover, in order to understand these socially engaged and 

dialogical art practices, many books about art theory and art practices were read. They 

included publications about dialogical art by critics such as Grant Kester (The One and the 

Many and Conversation Pieces) and Clair Bishop (Artificial Hell; Participation). And many 

publications from the artists themselves, such as Suzanne Lacy’s Leaving Art, Jay Koh’s Art 

led Participative Processes, Peter Dunn and Loraine Lesson’s Aesthetic of collaboration 

essay, Jan Delos Reyes’s Art and Social Practice Reference Points; and many other artist’s 

essays and writings which helped me to better understand both their role and especially 

their way of doing art. Moreover, articles were also found in Art Journals such as Art 

review, Flesh Art and October. In addition, the personal website of each artist was deeply 

consulted.  

This method of combining both primary and secondary data sources is called 

triangulation and its purpose, in qualitative research, is to increase the credibility and 

validity of the results (Patton, 1999). Specifically, the Thesis adopted a methodological 

triangulation (Denzin, 1978) by using a variety of methods to gather the data. 
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Triangulation is not only necessarily to cross-validate data, but, rather, to capture different 

dimensions of the same phenomenon and to deepen and widen the researcher’s 

understanding of it. Triangulation, thus, helps to overcome some of the measurement, 

procedural and sampling biases (Ibidem).  

Because one of the aims of this Thesis was also to expand the current theory on 

institutional entrepreneurship, adopting an inductive research approach facilitated this 

process for different reasons. It allowed me to gain a better understanding of the research 

context, which also allowed me to understand the meanings that the artists attached to 

their practices and role. Also, a more flexible structure was likely to exist, which gave 

more room to data interpretation and increased the chances of formulating a new theory. 

Therefore, the data collection and its analysis, as well the continual process of re-

evaluating it, determined the findings of this Thesis. 

 

3.3. Research limitations 

 

I accepted that researchers, as well as research subjects, make interpretations and 

that it is neither possible nor desirable for the researcher to eliminate all biases or 

expectation. The main limitation comes from the fact that my own expectations could 

have excessively affected what I saw and heard. Thus, I was always cautious in 

transcribing all the interviews and used the tactics above described in order to always 

monitor my impact. Thus, I do not deny that I influenced what I was studying with my 

curiosity, knowledge, and sensitivity, but I tried to keep control of the impact I had and 

adopted systems that helped minimize it.  The reach and scope of this Thesis was further 

limited by a number of factors. One limitation came from the fact of being a research 

based on a case study. In fact, in this type of research, by involving the behaviour of only 

one unit of analysis such as one person, group, or organization, there is the risk that this 

behaviour does not reflect the behaviour of similar entities. This is why, in order to reduce 

this limitation as much as possible, I also used secondary data as additional research 

material to help me in understanding the findings. By trying to understand how social 

innovation and an institutional change could have been generated and provoked through 

dialogical art projects, I decided to make a study of their practices. Moreover, social 

innovation emerges as a response to certain contexts at a certain time; it may be that the 

findings of this Thesis could be applied to other social innovation projects, which are not 
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dealing with artists or art practices. Finally, because the Thesis aimed at analysing art 

practices, another limitation is that I did not do a direct observation of a project, this 

mainly due to time and money constraints. These artistic projects, indeed, usually last 

many years and are often implemented outside Europe. I suggest adopting an 

observational study for further researches in this field of analysis. 

4. The institutional and dominant logic  
 

In order to understand whether dialogical artists bring novel practices compared to 

the dominant ones, it is essential to describe the institutional logic prevailing in the art 

field. Specifically, in the‘90s the avant-garde art practice dominated (Kester 2004; Kester 

2011). This practice comes from the combination of post conceptual art and 

poststructuralist theory in the USA and Europe, and from the traditions of community-

based art emerging in the UK and the USA during the reform movements of the late 

nineteenth century. The rapprochement between post conceptual art and poststructuralist 

theory, in the American and European art worlds during the 1980s, created a new variant 

of avant-garde art practice that, by the 1990s, acquired the status of received wisdom and 

was largely taken as the priori condition of all avant-garde art (Kester, 2004). The 

evolution of this view can be traced gradually from the early-twentieth century criticism of 

Clive Bell and Roger Fry through the formalist approach of Clement Greenberg up to the 

writing of Michael Fried in the 1960s and 1970s. Specifically, the relationship between art, 

advertising, and propaganda constituted a central point of tension in modern art theory. 

Art’s function as a form of emancipatory communication was almost always presented in 

opposition to a malevolent other. This act of semantic resistance gradually became an end 

in itself and one of the “institutionalized characteristics” of avant-garde art (Kester, 2004; 

Kester, 2011).  

 “The principle of aesthetic autonomy constitutes a central point of tension in this 

work. There is a sort of hygienic criticism in the art field characterized by the defensive 

fear of interconnections with impure realms and the corollary assumptions that all forms of 

cultural production within modernity, aside from the arts, are complicit with a repressive 

social order” (Kester, 2011). The persistence of this fear among critics, curators, and 

artists is understandable. “An antagonist relationship to the viewer and a defensive 

relationship to other domains of cultural practice are written into the very DNA of 
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modernist art” (Ibidem). The discourse of aesthetic autonomy operates through a form of 

displaced theology. While there is no significant precedent for this view in the European 

philosophical tradition, it replicates the discourse of German Pietist theology (Kester, 

2004). The attitude of loving god disinterestedly: is transported, almost verbatim, into 

Moritz’s concept of art. The artist, possessing a god-like ability is able to ameliorate the 

ignorance of the multitudes through the process of aesthetic education.  In order to 

produce this transformation, the work of art must refer to nothing but itself (Kester, 

2004). 

 “From this perspective, actual and social change is deferred to an indefinite and 

idealized future, when the aesthetic will have finally completed its civilizing mission” 

(Kester, 2011). The political becomes a negational axis along which art defines and 

differentiates itself. It is Schiller that instantiates one of the central logical contradictions 

of modern aesthetic: art has no purpose and possesses an entirely “intrinsic value”, yet art 

is also the sole experiential model capable of reversing the deleterious effects of 

modernity. Schiller’s aesthetic finds a more contemporary expression in the dilemma of 

French structuralist and post intellectuals and artists in the late 1960s.  The “impossibility” 

of social cohesion will become a leitmotif of post-structuralist thought. The only exception 

to this unremittingly mechanistic picture of human behaviour is the theorist, the writer or 

the artist. There is the so-called “paranoid approach” that obsessively repeats the gesture 

of “unveiling hidden violence” to a benumbed or disbelieving world (Eve Kosofsky, 2003). 

“Thinkers such as Foucault, Derrida, Lyotard, Deleuze, and more recently, Agamben, 

Nancy, Levinas, Ranciere, and Badiou, are ubiquitous not only in the academy but essays, 

artist’s statements, reviews, course reading lists, and dissertations” (Kester, 2011). Several 

key characteristics are: “the privileging of dissensus over consensus, rupture and 

immediacy over continuity and duration, and distance over proximity, intimacy, or 

integration” (Kester, 2004; Kester, 2011). The artist’s relationship to the viewer or reader 

is necessarily distanced. By the 1990s, “art practice and critical theory existed in an 

increasingly interdependent and even circular relationship: artists read, recited, and 

invoked the same theoretical sources as their critics, sources which were called upon, in 

turn, by the critics analyzing their work” (Ibidem). Relatively few art world commentators 

had the scholarly background necessary to engage with this work at a substantive 

philosophical level. By maintaining such an absolute division between the sequestrated 

real of art practice (textualized, detached, authorially-regulated) and social or political 
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engagement (which is always at risk of compromise), this tradition has foreclosed the 

possibility that social interaction or political engagement itself might transform subjectivity 

or produce its own form of insight. For all these reasons, activist and socially engaged art 

practices pose a particular challenge for many contemporary critics. For critics such as 

Bourriaud and Bishop “activist/socially engaged art” sacrifices its aesthetic credibility on 

the “altar of social change”, while authentic art (Lars von Trier, Santiago Serra etc.) fulfills 

the promise of Schiller’s aesthetic. Rancière reiterates Schiller’s scepticism regarding the 

fate of political action called by aesthetic sensibility. Bishop draws on Ranciére the politics 

of aesthetics to legitimate her appeal about disruption and shock as prerequisites for 

authentic art; a political work of art transmits meaning in the form of rupture (Kester, 

2011).  

 

5. Analysis  

 

5.1. Breaking with the institutional logic 

 

Many of the dialogical artists I interviewed such as Peter Dunn, Carole Condé and 

Karl Beveridge started adopting a new approach to the art since the late ‘70s and can be 

considered pioneers of this new inclination in the art. At the same time, it is interesting to 

see how the same or similar features of their mode of thinking and generating art can be 

discovered in a younger generation of artists such as Jay Koh, Tania Bruguera and 

Beatrice Catanzaro, which started appearing in the ‘90s.  

 

5.1.1. Carole Condé and Karl Beveridge 

 

Carole Condé and Karl Beveridge in Toronto are internationally known for their 

staged photography rooted in workers’ experiences, labour struggles, and social 

movements. The duo developed an activist art practice in collaboration with trade union 

members over the past twenty-five years (condebeveridge, 2015). They, recently, had a 

speech at the “Creative Time Summit”, the world’s largest international conference on art 

and social change, at the Venice Biennial All the World’s Futures in 2015 (creativetime, 

2015). They are among the pioneers of dialogical art. The working relationship is based on 

a collaborative process mediated through the union movement or a community group. 
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Their method of working dialogically with their subjects was invented for the landmark 

1981 project Standing Up, and has been refined in numerous subsequent collaborations 

(condebeveridge 2015). “Creating a dialogue with the community is an essential part of 

Condé and Beveridge’s artistic process, and the collaborative process is as important to 

them as the finished artwork” (Mayrhofer, 2009). Through their art works, which generally 

are represented by photo-text pieces, they aim at affirming workers’ dignity, identity and 

achievement. They are active in several labour arts initiatives including the Mayworks 

Festival in Toronto and the Workers Arts and Heritage Centre in Hamilton, Ontario 

(condebeveridge 2015). Karl Beveridge declares: “Often workers do not understand why 

they are part of an artistic project. They ask: why do you want to work with us? We are 

not famous, we are just workers. In my opinion this is already a cultural statement” (K 

Beveridge 2015, interview, 15 December). “By targeting and involving workers, we 

examine and challenge how workers are represented in a larger culture” (Ibidem). For 

Condé and Beveridge “the role of art is that of challenging dominant representations” (C 

Condé 2015, interview, 15 December). Condé and Beveridge use dialogue to engage with 

communities in order to give voice to previously unheard histories and perspectives 

(O’Reilly, 2010). They literally “make art out of a conversation” by meeting with groups of 

individuals and creating images based on the stories they are told (Richmond Gallery, 

2012).  

For example, for the work Class Maintenance, the artists met with the elementary 

and secondary school custodians of CUPE Local 474 in Edmonton. Together with theatre 

director Don Bouzek, they conducted a series of visual workshops that are the basis for 

the final five images. The project was commissioned by the Edmonton Art Gallery, and 

produced in collaboration with Canadian Union of Public Employees (CUPE), Local 474. 

“The aim was that of changing the perceptions people had towards school cleaners. We 

did a project with them about the pride of their work” (K Beveridge 2015, interview, 15 

December). The artists held workshops with the custodians so they could discuss issues 

important to them, such as their sense of responsibility and commitment towards the 

children at the schools they maintain. “Custodial workers in Canada have been under a lot 

of pressure due to the threats to privatize public school services and contract out their 

work to private companies. They pointed out that, not only are they more efficient and 

cost effective, but also that private workers would be a high turnover, low-paid and multi-

site workforce. On the other hand, public workers have an ongoing commitment to the 
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kids and their well being” (Condé and Beveridge, 2003). As one of the workers put it “The 

health of the children is dependent on our work” (Ibidem). To create the artwork, the 

artists photographed five of the workers, who have their portrait combined with an image 

of themselves acting in stories that center on their relationship to the children they clean 

and care for. The result of this collaborative conversation between the artists and 

communities takes form in a photomontage. Photomontage is the process of making a 

“composite” photograph by the cutting and joining of multiple photographs into one image 

or single, final photograph (Richmond Gallery, 2012). Initially, the artists combined 

multiple images in the darkroom by exposing different photographic negatives onto the 

same print. As technology advanced, their practice has moved to using computer 

software, such as Photoshop, to digitally combine multiple images into one final image 

(Richmond Gallery, 2012). Because their work deals with community, and with larger 

political and social issues, their work has been described as “Art with a social conscience”, 

and as such, the artists seek to create work that can foster positive change in society 

(Richmond Gallery, 2012).  

“The school custodians with friends and family hired a bus and came to Alberta 

gallery’s preview. They hesitated a little at the beginning, but after having seen the works, 

they seemed very interested”… “For many it was the first time in an art gallery and, even 

a museum guard came over and expressed his compliments to us” (K Beveridge 2015, 

interview, 15 December). There is a clear interest in broadening the access of culture by 

changing the way things or people are represented in the society. “In the relationship with 

the community, the most important thing is the establishment of trust between you and 

the people involved in the project. As artists we are part of the labour movement, our life 

is part of that. We know all the issues going on and we have a deep political 

understanding. Thus, we have been always involved in this ongoing conversation. We 

know the things that we believe in and we highlight them through our art. We are not 

only parachuting and then leaving” (K Beveridge 2015, interview, 15 December). “For us 

the trade union movement is an oppositional movement that in itself challenges a lot of 

social issues” (C Condé 2015, interview, 15 December). Linked to this there is their 

concept of “community”. Referring to Karl Beveridge words, he states: “The main 

difference I find between my work and the one of Rick Lowe, for instance, is the 

relationship with the community. In Rick Lowe project, the community is defined by the 

neighbourhood, where there are people coming from different cultures, having different 
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identities and agendas. In this case, the artist has to play with the actual policy in order to 

concretely change things”…“I think it is important to understand our definition of 

community. For us, it has to be defined politically. If the community is defined in this way, 

you can establish a different kind of relationship, and you can do a certain type of work 

which is less compromised”.  

 

5.1.2. Beatrice Catanzaro 

 

Dialogical works involve also a younger generation of artists, such as the Italian 

artist Beatrice Catanzaro. “My current practice focuses on activating public participation 

and situations of mutual learning” (B Catanzaro 2015, interview, 10 November). Bait al 

Karama (2009-ongoing) represents a long-term process still ongoing in Nablus, Palestine. 

It foresees the establishment of a social-cultural centre run all by all women and 

represents the first Women’s Centre in the heart of the Old City of Nablus. “The aim was 

that of creating a place where women could have started living”(B Catanzaro 2015, 

interview, 10 November). Beatrice Catanzaro states: “I moved to live with my collaborator, 

Palestinian female activist Fatima Kadumy, and the decision to establish Bait al Karama 

emerged after a long process of exchange based on dialogue with the members of the 

community”. (B Catanzaro 2015, interview, 10 November). “Bait al Karama literally means 

the House of dignity, a home where women can feel dignified locally and internationally” 

(B Catanzaro 2015, interview, 10 November). This cultural centre features, among other 

relevant social and educational activities, the first female-run Cookery School in Palestine. 

Through income generating activities Bait al Karama aims at achieving long-term financial 

sustainability, and at accomplishing its social-cultural mission, whilst offering the women 

of the Old City employment and the chance to develop income and self-sustainability. “In 

my work, the artist is a co-participant working in the co-creation of an intersubjective 

space. My art processes, and projects of this kind, do base on logics, which are completely 

different compared to the ones of contemporary artists not delving into these practices. I 

do not produce artworks to be sold in the market. My creative processes seem almost 

invisible to the public. My projects require time and a complete overview to be fully 

comprehended”(B Catanzaro 2015, interview, 10 November). The artist furthermore 

affirms: “It is a matter of positioning the artistic practice. I interpret the artistic process as 

a cultural production characterized by creative and imaginative ways of working, and that 
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can involve also other areas”…”It is something that is not related to a technique”…” I 

think from this perspective Art has a great potential” ”(B Catanzaro 2015, interview, 10 

November). Her artistic practice obviously undermines the economic principle, the 

orthodox criteria on which contemporary is based on. “I do not produce objects, and I do 

not usually exhibit my projects. In my case, doing a show/exhibition often does not have a 

sense. For instance, the audience in Bait al Karama is only and exclusively the inhabitants 

of Nablus. Thus, it is target specific and locally rooted. It would not make sense, it would 

not produce the so-called pivotal moment (that is the moment in which you give back 

something), if I exhibited it in another place” (B Catanzaro 2015, interview, 10 

November). All of her projects are, in fact, deeply locally rooted and evolve over the 

course of time.  

 

5.1.3. Ala Plastica  

 

In Argentina, the collective Ala Plástica seeks to acknowledge and honour a process 

of autonomous decision-making and self-reflection among communities in Rio de La Plata. 

Since 1991, Ala Plástica has developed a range of non-conventional artworks, focused on 

local and regional problems, and in close contact and collaboration with other artists, 

scientists and environmental groups. Ala Plástica works bio-regionally in Argentina, as well 

as internationally in relationship to other transformative arts practitioners. These 

communities in Rio de la Plata are typically treated by the state and the private sector as a 

kind of inherent raw material to be variously processed and regulated, both spatially and 

ideologically, through the regeneration of the area. Ala Plástica shifts the focus of art from 

the phenomenological experience of the creator fabricating an exemplary physical object 

to the phenomenological experience of his co-participants in the spaces and routines of 

their everyday lives. “We can say that Ala Plástica is a shared vision and a mean to take 

new forms and heuristic strategies of collective action and creativity. Ala Plástica describes 

the reality with an alternative approach”… “It aims at developing a new objectivity and at 

focusing on ourselves in a way which is more in connection with the Other” (A Meitin 

2015, interview, 17 November).  

With their projects they provide new and unanticipated ways of collaborative 

knowledge in bioregional terms. In the project Junco/Especies Emergentes in 1995, Ala 

Plastica (advised by Lic. Nuncia Tur of the Department of Botany of the Museum of 
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Natural Sciences of La Plata) started an artistic exercise of recovery of the area by 

planting, using new techniques, a group of semiaquatic and emergent plants, including 

the reed. They were intended to sustain the coastal ecosystem in the town of Punta Lara, 

West Bank south of the Rio de la Plata. The work also involved performing a forum for 

debate on human / nature relationship that brought together residents, craftsmen, 

scientists, naturalists, environmentalists, politicians and companies that have an impact on 

the river bank, to exchange views and experiences on the coastal natural compromised 

system (Ala Plástica, 2015).  

The reed grows in coastal areas, in this specific case, on the coast of Rio de la 

Plata, a geographic trainload point characterized by environmental, social and economic 

degraded conditions (water pollution, coastal destruction, poverty, unidirectional model of 

development, poor infrastructures, etc.). The reeds quickly colonize the soil through their 

rhizomes underground. Its emergence causes the creation of new territories by 

sedimentation, favoring the entry of other species (Ala Plástica, 2015). The water, after 

passing through these areas, shows significant reductions in pollutants of all kinds. The 

study of the extraordinary spread of reed system, its vocation of creating new territories 

and purification capacity, resulted in the activation of the metaphor of the rhizomatic 

expansion and of the emergence (connecting the emergent quality of these plants with 

the emerging nature of ideas and practices) of a series of interconnected exercises in the 

estuary of the River Plate aimed at sustaining social / natural systems (Ala Plástica, 2015).  

A widespread view on emerging environmental, social and economic issues also 

activated other people both individually and collectively towards these practices. With 

support from the British Council of Argentina, Ala Plastica invited Ian Hunter and Celia 

Larner of Littoral UK in Argentina to participate in a communication process among local 

stakeholder groups aimed at promoting a social and environmental rescue in the metaphor 

marked by the emergence and expansion of the rhizomatic model (referring both to the 

behavior of these plants, as well as the emerging nature of ideas area and creative 

practices of this kind). This beginning was followed by a joint effort that lasted a month 

(characterized by a series of consultative meetings between Ala Plastic and members of 

Environment Projects; of governmental and non-governmental organizations; dialogues 

with academics from both the artistic and environmental fields; different contacts with 

coastal communities such as schools, farmers of the coastal, aboriginal communities, 

cooperatives, etc.) (Ala Plástica, 2015). “We wanted to safeguard the remnants of the 
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local culture as a way to generate social and environmental improvements, using the 

concept of the "rhizome"(A Meitin 2015, interview, 17 November). “We used the initiative 

of bioregionalism as a model to explore the possibility of developing integrated creative 

exercises” (A Meitin 2015, interview, 17 November)."We started to connect endangered 

natural and cultural remnants together from the reflection and perception of problems 

between urban structures and the natural environment. This process generated new ideas 

and countless actions that reciprocally developed and increased in number” (A Meitin 

2015, interview, 17 November). 

 “The challenge of our artistic work is that of joining collective forces to catalyze the 

regenerative potentialities of the working together, of being part of a community” 

(Ibidem). One of the basic elements to regenerate a social immune system is the recovery 

of what is meant as communication and  doing things together. “It is not a simple change 

of scale or perspective; is the possibility of developing another objectivity, another way of 

connecting with the Other through an initiative of self-managed work”…“At the end, an 

emerging movement, built on the experience of a collective life, is generated by producing 

an area of autonomy in which the anty-power of the cultural and natural remnants grows 

and materializes itself in the cooperation, in the flow of life, in the consideration of a 

movement”… “The dialogue in our practices is a dialogue based on a compromise, it 

involves people in thinking of alternatives about critical economical, environmental and 

social situations” (A Meitin 2015, interview, 17 November). There are many layers of 

meaning that come from dialoguing, for instance, many times this practice provokes 

changing in directions. “The most important is the change in the way of thinking based on 

exchanges among people. There is, often, a linearity in the social way of thinking that only 

goes to one direction, but after dialoguing, new directions are presented in order to let 

people to think about the reality in a different way” (A Meitin 2015, interview, 17 

November).   

 

5.1.4. Jay Koh 

 

Another example of dialogical work is evident in In Jay Koh’s art practices. Art is 

redefined in terms of the discursive relationship that the artist establishes with viewers 

and participants. Singapore-born, Cologne-based artist Jay Koh founded in 1997 a group 

called International Foundation For Intermidia (IFIMA), which mobilizes ad hoc affiliations 
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of artists, activists, and writers in Germany and Asia for the creation of “specific projects”. 

In December 2004, Koh became the first foreign artist to hold a solo show called M-

Project in Lokanat Galleries, the oldest and most accessible public art space in Yangon, 

Myanmar. The interesting aspect of this exhibition was the negotiations hold by the artists 

regarding censorship and the long process behind the realisation of the exhibitions it self 

(Koh, 2013). In 2003, Jay Koh founded with Chu Yuan the NICA (Networking & Initiatives 

for Culture & the Arts) an independent art center in Yangon, whose creation was possible 

thanks to Koh’s long-term interactions, since 1993, with local communities in Myanmar. 

“All my activities there allowed the generation of meaning and accumulation of local 

knowledge about my activities in relation to local practice” (J Koh 2015, interview, 10 

November). Through NICA’s workshops and events, the manger of the Lokanat Galleries 

received news and information about Koh’s practices. The M-Project, shortly, represents 

an example of the type of artwork promoted by Koh where the relational, performative 

and dialogical processes, both in their verbal and non-verbal forms, within social 

interactions, contribute towards building relationships between artists, potential 

collaborators and others. “For me, the work of art is not simply a physical object, but a 

specific social process: the catalyzation of dialogue, the exchanges of ideas, and the 

collective generation of new aesthetics paradigm” (J Koh 2015, interview, 10 November).  

“There is a form of aesthetic exchange in which my own presuppositions are 

potentially challenged by the viewer’s response by means of a process of direct 

collaboration and feedback” (J Koh 2015, interview, 10 November). Furthermore, Koh 

recognizes the potential dangers of negation and universality implicit in discursive 

interaction. “Rather than reject a communicative aesthetic out of hand, I attempt to 

produce modes of interaction and exchange that can minimize these dangers. It is crucial 

to focus, when you claim a dedication to dialogue, on the political, social and cultural 

context in which dialogue is situated” (J Koh 2015, interview, 10 November).  

 

5.1.5. Chemi Rosado-Seijo 

 

Born in Vega Alta, Puerto Rico, Chemi Rosado-Seijo graduated from the painting 

department of the Puerto Rico School of Visual Arts in 1997. In 1998, he worked with 

Michy Marxuach to open a gallery that transformed into a not-for-profit organization 

presenting resources and exhibitions for contemporary artists in Puerto Rico 
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(Chemirosado-seijo, 2015). Since 2002, he has worked with residents of the El Cerro 

community, a poor neighborhood south of San Juan, to present public art projects, 

workshops and other community initiatives (Chemirosado-seijo, 2015). Since the 2009, 

Rosado-Seijo has been organizing exhibitions in his apartment in Santurce, creating a 

center for meeting and exchange in the Puerto Rican contemporary art scene. El Cerro 

(2002-Present) project consists in involving the people living in the community with the 

actual art project. They paint their houses different shades of green paying homage to the 

way the community has been built respecting harmoniously its surroundings and the 

topography of the mountains where it stands (Chemirosado-seijo, 2015). Through 

negotiation and uninterrupted collaboration with Professor Luisa Seijo-Maldonado, 

volunteers, students and the community, over 100 buildings have been painted over the 

years (Ibidem). The project also includes workshops for people of all ages in different 

subjects, ranging from art to law. In addition, other artists’ projects have been developed 

in the community, like for example, the temporal creation of the Cerro Museum by Pablo 

León de la Barra in an abandoned building that now is the community center. Chemi-

Rosado Seijo declares “I begin all my projects by getting to know well the people of the 

community that will be involved in the work. Then I make an aesthetic proposal that is 

developed with the people from where the project is taking place, as well as other 

individuals who become collaborators, helpers, and participants in the process” (CR Seijo 

2015, interview, 30 December). While the project of Chemi-Rosado Seijo still runs the risk 

of promulgating an orthopedic relationship to the participants, this perception is seen less 

as a gift than as the product of a collaboratively generated insight. There is an exchange 

where both the artist and his collaborators have their existing perceptions challenged. 

What emerges is a new set of insights, generated at the intersection of both perspectives 

and catalyzed through the collaborative production of a given project. Another important 

component of Chemi-Rosado Seijo approach concerns the significance that residents 

assign to their city. “The images of their new space reflect the process of transformation 

of their own identities, contrasting the monotony of the previous environment. Here the 

transformation is visible through a “regeneration of the place” externally in the physical 

place and internally (in their self-perception)” (CR Seijo 2015, interview, 30 December). 
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5.1.6. WochenKlausur 

 

Since 1993, and on invitation from different art institutions, the artist group 

WochenKlausur develops concrete proposals aimed at small, but nevertheless effective 

improvements to socio-political deficiencies. Proceeding even further and invariably 

translating these proposals into action, artistic creativity is no longer seen as a formal act 

but as an “intervention into society” (WochenKlausur, 2015). “We wanted to open the 

concept of art, it always happened in the art history”…“It was always about changing the 

context” (WochenKlausur interview, 30 October 2015). The Intervention to aid drug-

addicted women project began on a warm spring day in 1994, as a small pleasure boat set 

off from a three-hour cruise on Lake Zurich. WochenKlausur collected a series of 

politicians, journalists, sex workers, and activists from the city of Zurich in order to take 

part of an intervention in drug policy (WochenKlausur, 2015). They had only to have a 

conversation where the issue under debate was the hard situation faced by drug addicts in 

Zurich who had turned to prostitution to support their habits. Many of these women were 

virtually homeless (WochenKlausur, 2015). Stigmatized by Swiss society, they were unable 

to find any place to sleep during the day. Dozens of these floating dialogues were 

organized over several week, involving almost sixty key figures from Zurich’s political, 

journalistic, and activist communities. The participants were able to reach a consensus, 

supporting a modest but concrete response to the problem: the creation of a pension 

where drug-addicted sex workers could have a place to sleep, a safe haven, and access to 

services (eight years alter it houses 20 women a day). “For us the complex process 

necessary to bring the boarding house into existence was itself a creative act, a concrete 

intervention, in which the traditional art materials of marble, canvas, or pigment were 

replaced by socio-political relationships” (WochenKlausur interview, 30 October 2015). The 

relevant legacy of modernist art from this perspective is to be found, not in its concern 

with the formal conditions of the object, but rather in the ways in which aesthetic 

experience can challenge conventional perceptions (e.g. the sex worker as social pariah) 

and systems of knowledge (Kester, 2011). “In our work the material is the reality it self. 

We started by thinking about a model to bring little improvements in social life. In order to 

do this we had to change within the art field and the social field by trying to form a new 

movement whose creativity was involved strictly with the social to both sensitize the 

people and make feasible changes” (WochenKlausur 2015, interview, 30 October).  
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5.1.7. Tania Bruguera 

 

Aligning with the willingness to generate changes, Cuban artist Tania Bruguera, 

recently nominated for the Hugo Boss Prize of 2016, developed her project Cátedra Arte 

de Conducta from 2002 to 2009. “This emerged like a piece of public art intended to 

create a space of alternative training to the system of art studies in contemporary Cuban 

society” (TaniaBruguera, 2015). Cátedra Arte de Conducta was a work that belongs to the 

so-called Useful Art, this latter is a way of working with aesthetic experiences that focus 

on the implementation of art in society where art's function is no longer to be a space for 

"signaling" problems, but the place from which to create the proposal and implementation 

of possible solutions (Bishop, 2012). Cátedra Arte de Conducta was based at Tania 

Bruguera home in Havana Vieja and run with the help of two staff. The project was 

dedicating to providing training in political and contextual art for art students in Cuba 

(Ibidem). “Bruguera took on eight students each year and several guests from various 

fields - architecture, theatre, writing, engineering, set design, music, cinema, sociology, 

visual arts, history of art and even self-taught artists - were invited to collaborate and 

teach” (Finkelpearl, 2013). The workshops were open to everyone interested: previous 

students, their partners and the general public (Bishop, 2012). Teaching was structured 

around one-week workshops that always included a public talk. Teachers were invited to 

regard Arte de Conducta as a “mobile school” and to use the whole city as a base for 

operations (TaniaBruguera, 2015). “My aim was that of producing a space of free speech 

in opposition to dominant authority (T. Bruguera 2015, interview, 30 October).  

As written by Claire Bishop “Bruguera aims are not unlike those of Freire in Brazil. 

She trains students not just to make art, but to experience and formulate a civil society” 

(Bishop, 2012) “I wanted to create a generation of young artists who think politically 

through art” … “I would like to precise that Conducta does not mean Performance, as we 

inherit form the long American Art Performance tradition, but it, indeed, represents a sort 

of its critique (T. Bruguera 2015, interview, 30 October). “Conducta means behaviour and 

my Art uses the behaviour as a conversational tool”…“In Cátedra Arte de Conducta, the 

creation of a space, the school itself, is a moment for generating what I call a human 

ecology, which symbolizes both the ethics and aesthetic of my work” (T. Bruguera 2015, 

interview, 30 October). 
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5.1.8. The Art of Change 

 

The British Art of Change is a visual arts organisation. More importantly, it is a 

philosophy, in practice, of an art of engagement (Dunn & Leeson, 1997). An art concerned 

with ideas, issues, processes and products of transformation, focusing particularly on 

issues of change in the urban environment and cultural identity. “An art of engagement is 

people centered and critical” (P Dunn 2015, interview, 10 October). Critical means that 

meanings and identities should not be prey to superficial stereotypes, that mechanisms 

and processes are established to allow the lived, changing, complex and problematized 

identities to emerge. “Our practice is about empowerment. In that sense, it is a political 

statement as much as an artistic one” (P Dunn 2015, interview, 10 October). “That means 

working with those who have first hand knowledge of what is needed, whether they be 

activists, professionals, or someone who has relevant personal experiences. It is about 

inspiration and aspiration” (L Leeson 2015, interview, 8 October). Future Town and 

Beyond began as a three phase Lottery funded programme (over 4 years) building upon 

the successful 'Futuretown' initiative and drawing upon the introduction of ‘citizenship' into 

the school curriculum. Crucially, Futuretown was expanded to a broader age range and a 

wider spread of communities to encompass a life-long learning dimension. Subsequent 

phases have developed from this. The first step was that of involving young people in 

workshops exploring their identity through a project called 'You-topias' (The Art of 

Change, 2015). This work was put onto a website, enabling their work to be used as e-

postcards, establishing a forum, and creating their portals in cyber-space. Partnerships 

were also established with Higher Educational Institutions and Companies in the Region. 

Successively, they involved both schools and community groups, exploring their ideas of 

the future, glimpsing possible futures for themselves and creating a vision for the 

development of public spaces, physical and virtual, for their town (The Art of Change, 

2015). In conclusion, a second tranch of Urban funding was achieved to make the 

Projection System Interactive, using heat based sensors on a pod a ground level to 

change the displays that contained over 1000 image and proposals (Ibidem). “The people 

were engaged in a creative process and had the possibility to have a concrete voice in the 

public field” (P Dunn 2015, interview, 10 October).  

“In order to fully comprehend our projects you need to reinterpret what you mean 

by aesthetics. If there is a good aesthetics, or I would, perhaps, use another world which 
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is easier, and it is resonance”…  “I think that a project has to have resonance in order to 

let people to engage with it, and feel the meaning of it. It has no difference if you have a 

painting, and you engage with it because it has a great aesthetic, or you have something 

process based as our projects” (L Leeson 2015, interview, 8 October). “For me Art is about 

the creation of meaning and for me resonance is the creation of that meaning” (L Leeson 

2015, interview, 8 October). “In our projects process and product are completely bonded 

up with each other” (L Leeson 2015, interview, 8 October) “The product is important, but 

it is the process which is central”(P Dunn 2015, interview, 10 October). 

 

6. Discussion 

 

6.1. Breaking with the conventional “banking style of art” 

 

Even if each above mentioned artist and project is a singular entity and transports a 

particular meaning or effect, it is possible to understand how all of them, indeed, take 

distance and radically modify, by adopting a dialogical art practice, the institutional logic 

prevailing in the art field. Specifically, the above-described artists show similar features: 

they concerned with the generation of insight through durational interaction rather than 

rupture, seek to openly problematize the authorial status of the artist, and rely on more 

conciliatory strategies and relationships. They challenge the conventional aesthetic 

autonomy of both the artist and art practice. These artists are engaged in a more or less 

conscious effort to renegotiate the condition of art’s autonomy, and to shape a new 

paradigm. Further, artists like Ala Plastica, the Art of Change and Jay Koh do projects that, 

often, encounter a relational of reciprocal elucidation relative to other fields of political and 

cultural action. Despite the differences between the projects under analysis, they all share 

a common interest with the creative facilitation of dialogue and exchange. While it is 

common for a work of art to provoke dialogue among viewers, this typically occurs in 

response to a finished object. In these projects, instead, conversation is part of the work 

itself and is reframed as a generative process that help participants to speak and imagine 

beyond the limits of fixed identities, official discourse, and the perceived inevitability of 

partisan political conflict. Dialogical artists are capable of generating an art, which is 

produced, thought and transmitted by logics, that are completely different compared to 

the dominant ones. Specifically, they seem to “replace the conventional, banking style of 
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art” (Kester, 2004), in which the artist deposits an expressive content into a physical 

object, to be withdrawn later by the viewer, with a process of dialogue and collaboration. 

The art critic Grant Kester defines the traditional art production as representing a “banking 

style of art”. This term recalls the “baking style of education” proposed by Paulo Freire in 

his highly influential book Pedagogy of the Oppressed. In fact, this form of education is 

seen as fundamentally narrative in character, with the teacher as the Subject (active 

participant) and the students as passive objects. In the banking style of art, it happens a 

similar process: an object-based artwork is produced entirely by the artist and only 

subsequently offered to the viewer. By consequence, the viewer’s response has no 

immediate reciprocal effect on the constitution of the work. On the contrary, dialogical 

projects unfold through a process of performative interaction. I use this term to mean that 

the interactions that arise between the people, and the projects in which they are 

involved, are reflected on the projects themselves and vice versa. 

“I voluntarily lose my authorship in order to let the people involved to speak out 

and communicate their interpretations and ideas of the project. In this way, they can 

directly influence and shape it (P Dunn 2015, interview, 10 October). “I see myself as an 

artist playing the role of a facilitator, a helper, a catalyzer”…“The work comes out a 

process of reciprocal collaboration (B Catanzaro 2015, interview, 20 October). 

The collaboration projects explored in the Thesis challenge the institutional 

discursive system. By consequence, many aspects of these dialogical art processes cannot 

be perceived as relevant by conventional art critical methodologies. In dialogical art works, 

dialogue itself is conceived as fundamentally aesthetic. There is a lack of resources in 

modern art theory for engaging with projects that are organized around collaboration, 

rather then a specular relation with the viewer. These artists seem to produce an art 

practice with its own peculiar features and effects, and profoundly different from other 

form of art and other form of activism as well. The openness solicited by participation and 

involvement in dialogical works is antithetical to domain beliefs in both modernist and 

postmodernist art and art theory. Some of the most different assumptions held by 

conventional art and dialogical art are presented in the table below. 
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“Banking” style of art  Dialogical art  
 

Conception of the artist 

 

 

The artist is seen as a 
“content provider”. 

 

The artist is seen as a 
“context provider”. 

 

Conception of the art 
object 

 

 

There is a static and 
instantaneous nature of the 
artwork. 

 
A single, instantaneous 
shock of insight is 
precipitated by an image or 
object. 

 
 

The aesthetical experience 
is immediate. 

 
 

The artwork is seen as “self-
contained”. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The artist believes that 
physical objects can address 
complex issues. 

 
 
 
 

 
Resistance to any concept 
of shared discourse in the 
modern and post-modern 
avant-garde. 

 
 
 

There is a dynamic and 
long-lasting nature of the 
artwork. 

 
A cumulative process of 
exchange and dialogue is 
the core element of the 
artwork. 

 
 

The aesthetical experience 
is durational. 

 
 
The artistic identity is based 
on the artist’s capacity to 
listen, openly and actively, 
and to organize scenarios 
that maximize the collective 
creative potential of a given 
constituency or site. 

 
 

The artist claims that 
complex issues cannot be 
simply addressed by 
physical objects, but they 
require polyvalent 
responses. 

 
 

Reliance of these projects 
on some common system of 
meaning. 

 

Conception of the 
artistic process  

The artist deposits an 
expressive content into 

The artist establishes a 
process of dialogue and 
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physical object / 
performance, to be 
withdrawn later by the 
viewer. 

 
 

The artist works with 
communities by empowering 
or “ giving voice” to them. 
The communicative 
experience is insensitive to 
the specific identities of 
speaking subjects. 
The exact location of the 
artwork is generally of 
“secondary” importance. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

In some community-based 
public art projects the voice 
of the community is never 
fully heard.  

 
 
Even in the Bourriaud’s 
relational projects retain an 
essentially textual status, in 
which exchange Is 
“choreographed” as an a 
priori event for the 
consumption of an audience 
summonded by the artist. 
 
 
Participation does not lead 
to critical discussion.  

collaboration; the emphasis 
is on the character of this 
interaction. 

 
 

 
The artist works with 
communities by establishing 
a process of mutual 
interaction with them. The 
starting point is a dialogue 
with the community. 

 
It is of extremely 
importance understanding 
as thoroughly as possible 
the specific conditions of a 
given site where the artwork 
is performed or located. 

 
Artists attempt to learn as 
much as possible about the 
cultural and political 
histories of the people with 
whom they work, as well as 
their particular needs or 
skills. 

 
 
 
In dialogically practices the 
community’s voice is fully 
heard. 

 
 

 
Exchange is not 
choreographed. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Participation can be 
understood as an activated 
consciousness. 
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Relation to the audience 

 
The artwork is produced 
entirely by the artist and 
offered subsequently to the 
viewer (whose response has 
not an immediate reciprocal 
effect on the constitution of 
the work). 
 
 
 
 
 
The viewer is seen as a 
pedagogue. 

 
 

The viewer consumes an 
experience produced a priori 
by the artist-vertical 
relationship. 

 

 

Belief that the viewer’s 
cognitive or epistemological 
orientation to the world is 
somehow defective. 

 
 

This orthopedic orientation 
preserves the idea that the 
artist is a “superior being”; 
in addition, there is the 
assumption that the artist is 
uniquely suited to both 
recognize this defect and 
remedy it. 

 
Communicative experience 
is insensitive to the specific 
identities of speaking 
subjects. 

 
 

The art project is based on 
a process of performative 
interaction with the viewer.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
The viewer is seen a 
participant or facilitator. 

 
 

The experience is produced 
by both the artist and the 
viewer-horizontal 
relationship. 

 
 

 
 
Open ended dialogical 
interaction. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Communicative experience 
as a dialogical exchange 
based on reciprocal 
openness. 

 

Conception of the 
political  

Possible dedication to 
dialogue, but the political, 
social and cultural context in 

The political, social and 
cultural context in which 
dialogue is situated is never 
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which dialogue is situated is 
most of times ignored. A 
fixed and special motif can 
be repeated in different 
sites (there is no study of 
and adaptation to the local 
environment). 

 
Art is defined through 
antithetical negation. 
Importance of the textual 
paradigm.  

 

ignored. 
Before the enunciative act 
of art marking, there is a 
period of openness, of non-
action, dedicated to 
“learning and listening”. 

 
 

There is a relation of 
reciprocal elucidation 
relative to other fields of 
political and cultural action. 
Practices are centered on an 
immersive interaction and a 
referential orientation to 
specific sites of social 
production. 

 
 Table 3: Banking style of Art versus Dialogical Art. 

 
The table presented above is effective in order to have a comparison between the 

different logics behind the creation and transmission of the art from these two 

perspectives, respectively, a conventional and a dialogical one. Specifically, it is observable 

that participation and working with communities it is not enough in declaring a rupture 

with a more institutionalized way of producing art. In fact, it is also possible to “label” a 

work as community-based or socially engaged while it still relies on high modernist logics. 

For instance, in working with a community, it is essential that the starting point for the 

project is dialogue with the community itself. The artist should not be seen as an outsider 

coming to work with a community, regardless of the specific conditions of this latter. “We 

realized that if we stayed in New York and begun connecting with communities there, we 

would be parachuting in. Part of the discussion was also that if we did political art within 

the art market system, we would not go anywhere. We had to connect with people 

outside the art field. Thus, we decided to come back to Toronto and connect with 

communities there, to whom we belonged to” (K Beveridge 2015, interview, 15 

December). “We are born in Rio de la Plata, this is the place we belong to and we feel 

part of. I would not have had the same trust and understanding in working with 

communities here, if I had came from another place in South America” (P Dunn 2015, 

interview, 10 October). 

Dialogical artists aim at overcoming the top-down and referential approach of 

conventional artists. Dialogical projects have an interest in challenging fixed identities and 
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perceptions of difference. At the same time, they conceive of the relationship between the 

viewer and the work of art, not simply as instantaneous, prediscursive flash of insight, but 

as a decentering movement outside self (and self-interest) through dialogue extended 

over time. A commitment to dialogue signals the reliance of these projects on some 

common system of meaning, within which the various participants can speak, listen and 

respond. This novelty, completely, disrupts with resistance in the modern and postmodern 

avant-garde to any concept of shared discourse. For poststructuralist theorist Lyotard, the 

Art is a semiotic zero-sum game: the artist “wins” when the viewer is deprived of as much 

of the framework of shared discourse as possible and left epistemologically bereft.   

Dialogical artists, on the contrary, engage with the viewer as he/ she actually is, 

here and now, through a process of collaborative interaction. In dialogical artworks, the 

artistic capacity, deeply, relies on the ability of openly and actively listening to the 

community in which the artist operates, and to organize scenarios that maximize the 

collective creative potential of a given constituency or site. “Before starting a 

collaboration, or a project, we hold consultative meetings and we question the community 

of El Cerro about how to develop or structure it”… “At the end the work is made by them 

and for them” (CR Seijo 2015, interview, 30 December). “We have no typical projects. Our 

approach is not formulaic. The specificity of contextual factors requires always custom-

made processes “(P Dunn 2015, interview, 10 October).   

Dialogical artists are involved, on a daily basis, on a site and have a sort of long-

lasting engagement with it, even after having finished a project. As experienced by Jay 

Koh experience in Myanmar, Tania Bruguera in Cuba, Ala Plastica in Rio de la Plata, and 

Catanzaro in Palestine; all these artists are all still maintaining relationships with 

participants, collaborators, or friends through informal contacts in the places they 

operated. This shows their capacity of having established something real and long lasting. 

In the very process of communication that the artworks catalyze, it is possible to locate 

the moment of indeterminateness of open ended and liberatory possibility. This requires a 

more nuanced account of communicative experience, one capable of differentiating 

between an abstract, objectifying mode of discourse that is insensitive to the specific 

identities of speaking subjects and a dialogical exchange based on reciprocal openness. 

Both Beatrice Catanzaro and Chemi-Rosado Seijo, before beginning a project or an idea, 

try to understand, as thoroughly as possible, the specific condition of a given site. “Before 

beginning a project there must be a time of listening” (B Catanzaro 2015, interview, 10 
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November). As suggested by Kester, “dialogical artists seem to embrace an aesthetic of 

listening” (Kester, 2004). The Italian philosopher Gemma Corradi Fiumara, in her book 

“The Other Side of Language” says that the “tradition assertion of saying” has dominated 

Western philosophy and art (Fiumara, 1995). There is little familiarity with what it means 

to listen in the western culture. It was this instrumental aspect of language that modern 

art attempted to circumvent through its withdrawal into opacity and inscrutability. Fiumara 

argues that we must begin to acknowledge the long-suppressed role of listening as a 

creative practice. It is necessary to shift from thinking about discourse primarily in terms 

of language, as a fixed, hierarchical system of a priori meaning, to an understanding of 

discourse as parole and dialogue (Fiumara, 1995). In these projects, everyone can be part 

of the discourse: this interaction generates solidarity among the co-participants (Kester, 

2004). 

It is interesting to see how, even in the projects that deal with community directly, 

the artist does not speak “on behalf of the community”, but, instead, he or she is a 

mediator and a facilitator in giving voices to people who already have a voice. For 

instance, Beatrice Catanzaro states: “I was asked by some women of Nablus to stay 

longer there and to start a collaboration”. In dialogical projects there is, often, an act of 

delegation, which comes from the community itself, and which is not imposed by a top-

down approach. The artists listen to the voice of the community over a long period of 

time. This is a process that happens through an exchange in which the artist, by 

surrendering some degree of his /her creative autonomy in negotiations with a given 

group over a production of a project, is granted the authority to speak on behalf of it. 

Beatrice declares: “My life is just inseparable from what I am doing because this type of 

art has a much more holistic approach to your life, compared to other forms. I often hear 

the same thing from other artists involved in these kind of projects” (B Catanzaro 2015, 

interview, 10 November). She defines this art as: “ a way of living, a way of 

understanding, studying and investigating the reality”. Moreover, it seems that the basic 

conditions on which dialogue is based are: humility and trust in human beings. People 

involved should believe in the transformative effect of dialogical encounters. 
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6.2. Generating social innovation  
 

The quality of the novelty of these projects, which break with the dominant 

institutional logic, consists of a series of features such as openness and collaboration, 

bottom-up approach, cross-sectoriality and creation of new roles and relationships, which 

characterize social innovation processes (Caullier-Grice et al., 2012). The boundaries about 

social innovation are so vague that it is probably more appropriate to talk of social 

innovation literatures than one distinct and unified body of knowledge (Caullier-Grice et al, 

2012). Social innovation is, hence, by its nature multi-disciplinary: it cut across sectors and 

fields of action and it is a practice led field (Ibidem). Although there is little consensus in 

this emerging field, there is a shared theme across innovation literatures, which argues 

that the solution or idea does not necessarily have to be new, but rather, perceived as 

such by the relevant unit of adoption. Specifically, a social innovation has to be “new to 

the territory, sector or field of action where it occurs” (Phills, at al., 2008).  

Dialogical art represents a new solution in the art world, and its practitioners, 

establishing a new field, also aim at gaining aptly legitimation and recognition for their 

work. It seems that dialogical artists generate social innovation by following, intentionally 

or not, Paulo Freire’s thinking. The Freire’s concept of “banking education” has been 

translated in the Kester’s “banking style of art” to which I have, on purpose, associated an 

institutional nature. The outcome of social innovation, namely improved societal 

achievements are subjective, and context dependent (Neumeier, 2012).  

Particularly interesting for dialogical artists as social innovators is the position of 

Westley that links resilience with the engagement of vulnerable groups. “Social innovators 

are capable of re-engaging vulnerable populations in the mainstream economic, social and 

cultural institutions, not just as recipients of services or transfer entitlements, but as active 

participants and contributors”. Westley’s conception of social innovation is linked to the 

transfer of agency and power to under-served and marginalised groups. This is exactly 

what many projects promoted by these artists are trying to do. They do not treat people 

they help or work with as recipients, but as active participants with whom to establish a 

mutual and active dialogical process.  
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Framework 1: The process of social innovation promoted by dialogical artists. 

 

There are many definitions of social innovation, one of them states: “social 

innovation deals with improving the welfare of individuals and community through 

participation” (OECD, 2010). From this perspective, social innovation and local 

development are considered as intertwined. Dialogical artists act locally by developing a 

long-term strategy aiming at bringing social innovation with their projects through the 

establishment of participation, dialogue, and enhanced participants’ agency. In analyzing 

these projects, I focus on their “processual and long-lasting nature”, which is represented 

by invisible traits, such as mutual understanding, empathy and trust among participants. 

In the Thesis, I refer to social innovation as a mechanism of change residing at the micro 

and meso level. As studied, the reasons why many more researchers are focusing their 

attention at this level of analysis are: the shortcomings of older models of social change 

and of an economically and technologically focused innovation model, and the potential of 

new forms of governance, participation and self-help as new social practices becoming 

apparent (SI-DRIVE, 2014). 

 

6.3. Dialogue and participation as catalysts for social innovation  

 

6.3.1. Dialogue 

 

In dialogical projects, social innovation remains small in scale and locally based, 

rather than attempting growth and scale. Art and related practices oriented toward 

usership, rather then spectatorship, are characterized by small scale of operations (Wright, 

Dialogical	  artists	  bring	  
novel	  practices	  in	  the	  art	  
field	  compared	  to	  the	  
dominant	  ones.	  	  

The	  quality	  of	  this	  novelty	  
consists	  of	  dialogue,	  
participation,	  and	  
increased	  agency	  	  

These	  features	  are	  equal	  
to	  social	  innovation	  

processes.	  

NOVEL	  practices	  in	  the	  art	  
field	  	  

SOCIAL	  INNOVATION	  
within	  and	  outside	  the	  art	  

field	  	  
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2013). It is interesting to stress the capacity of the discourse’s practice to lead to creative 

transformation. While there is no guarantee that dialogical interactions will result in a 

consensus, it is possible to understand that the very act of participating in these 

exchanges makes people better able to engage in discursive encounters. In attempting to 

present their views to others, they are called upon to articulate them more systematically, 

to anticipate and internalize their interlocutor’s responses. 

 This process is made visible in the WochenKlausur project Intervention to aid drug-

addicted women. For WochenKlausur “the artist arises from the intersubjective 

communication and reflection on the possibilities taking part in a changing world” 

(WochenKlausur, 2015). This latter represents a moment of openness coming from 

members whose political positions were extremely discordant: being on a place dedicated 

to dialogue they engaged in discursive encounters in a new way. “Our intervention created 

a space dedicated to a process in which people would have reacted and communicated in 

a new way compared to the usual one. Thus, they are led to see themselves from the 

other’s point of view, and are, thus, at least potentially, able to be more critical and self-

aware about their own opinions” (WochenKlausur 2015, interview, 30 October). “This self-

critical awareness can lead, in turn, to the capacity to see their views, and their identities, 

as contingent and subject to creative transformation” (Ibidem).  

Peter Dunn asserts: “Change is about inspiration and aspiration. This, we believe, 

results from a transformation through dialogue, critique and collaboration. It involves 

social and visual processes inextricably linked, forming a ‘lens’ which creates a focal point 

in the energies of transformation”(P Dunn 2015, interview, 10 October). A similar opinion 

is confirmed by Seijo when it states: “There is a sort of transformation of the self, by 

continuous encounters with others and negotiations with others in my projects” (CR Seijo 

2015, interview, 30 December). However, it is not sufficient to say that any collaborative 

or conversional encounter constitutes a work of art. What is at stake, in these projects, is 

not dialogue per se but the extent to which the artist is able to catalyse emancipatory 

insights through dialogue (Kester, 2004). As expressed by Koh: “Over time, the durational 

activities of the social, nonverbal participation, and discursive interactions, in which I 

engaged with local artists and people, created affirmative intersubjective bonding and 

understanding that allowed intersubjective meanings to develop” (Koh, 2013).  

These art projects seem to align with Piper’s belief that, in the process of 

anomalous experience, the individual subject is capable of growing in complexity and in 
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sensitivity to difference. Piper argues that there is a disposition to seek out new 

experiences and new subjectivities, rather than to barricade us against them (Piper, 

1996). This disposition leads us to welcome anomaly as a means of extending our 

understanding. Piper is working within a philosophical tradition that defines the subject as 

rationally unified and temporally continuous, yet this unified status is constantly being 

undermined as the identity of the subject changes through its encounters with difference; 

the self that we once were is always in the process of becoming the self we are yet to be 

(Piper, 1996). This process of transformation is particularly important in all dialogical 

projects under analysis. They outline a concept of identity as a performance in which 

empirical encounters with others act on and modify an existing subjectivity. As explained 

by Peter Dunn “when people encounter new experiences they undergo a transformation, 

only to gradually revolve around this transformed identity in anticipation of encounters yet 

to come ”(P Dunn 2015, interview, 10 October).  

In Chemi-Rosado Seijo or the Art of Change projects, the act of producing a work 

about people in their own environment opens a transformative space from which that 

environment can be critically perceived and potentially transformed. As the work has no 

meaning or independent existence outside its function as medium of change, it exists only 

as a catalyst agent. These artists see a shift away from the privileging object toward a 

process of intersubjective exchange that is responsive to the specific situation of both the 

artist and his/her collaborators. “The ability to remain open and vulnerable to the 

transformative effect of others is premised on people’ capacity for empathy and 

compassion” (Kester, 2004).  

“Empathetic identification is a fundamental element of dialogical art practice: it 

provides a way to decenter a fixed identity through interactions with others” (Kester, 

2004).“Empathetic insights are produced between the artists and the collaborators, and 

among the collaborators themselves” (T. Bruguera 2015, interview, 30 October). Empathy 

let people to establish solidarity based on a shared identification and to form alliances. 

Moreover, a dialogical model of aesthetic experience is based on the generation of a local 

consensual knowledge that it is, only provisionally, binding and that it is grounded, 

instead, at the level of collective interaction. Of course, it is important to be realistic about 

the fallibility of discourse exchange toward this model of dialogically produced identity. In 

dialogical aesthetic, subjectivity is formed through discourse and intersubjective exchange 

itself. Discourse is not a tool to communicate a priori content with others, but it is itself 
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tended to model subjectivity. Moreover, in these projects there is also an exchange that 

can acknowledge, rather than exile, the nonverbal. In addition, it is important to highlight 

that “dialogical encounter identity is only partially transformed” (J Koh 2015, interview, 10 

November). Dialogical projects can also challenge dominant representation of a given 

community and create a more complex understanding of, and empathy for, that 

community among a broader public.  

Suzanne Lacy in the Oakland Project, a ten years site (1991-2001) generated “a 

public platform as a site of mutual learning where people frame collective narratives by 

contextualizing their experiences within larger equity issues” (Suzanne Lacy, 2010). 

Individual realities revealed in a public context give rise to new and potentially 

empowering understandings. “Highlighting interactions between private and public 

narrative is the focus of my large-scale public performance art” (S Lacy 2015, pers.comm., 

22 October). Reframing widely accepted narratives could potentially lead to fertile places 

for social change. “The power of narratives, researchers have shown, is that the audience 

hears stories in a completely different way compared to other types of communication. 

The members of the audience immerse themselves in the story, striving to experience 

vicariously the events and the emotions of their protagonists ” (S Lacy 2015, interview, 22 

October). “The important thing is that this experience of immersion or transportation leads 

to a change on the people’ opinions” (Poletta, 2013). Stories that Lacy forms through art 

are part of a social practice. “Lengthy projects, the ones we look at for political change 

implications, are discursive and framed through conversational exchange” (S Lacy 2015, 

pers.comm., 22 October). Conversations are informal (in the preparation of the piece) or 

staged (in public events and productions), but all of them are included in the narrative of 

the final work (Lacy, 2010). Everybody has a role, whose boundaries are blurred: 

collaborative makers, volunteers, performers, audience, media audiences, and the arts 

community (Ibidem). The function of the people involved is that of protecting individual 

voices and developing their stories in order to create a persuasive whole. Suzanne Lacy 

states: “Through the listening to personal experiences, advocacy’ analysis and researchers 

findings, artists like myself bring together multiple voices to shape the social and political 

analysis, which underlies the final story staged fort the final audience” (S Lacy 2015, 

pers.comm., 22 October). 
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Figure 1: Suzanne Lacy, (1997-1999), Code 33, Emergency Clear the Air! 

 

“The social/political narrative, expressed by the work to its audience, attempts to 

communicate the issues of the context and institutional systems in which people live in 

order to reveal them, in a new way, what is truly at stake. Hopefully, the audiences can 

then co-construct new narratives, by reframing the existing ones, to let them entering 

public discourse (S Lacy 2015, interview, 22 October).  

Hence, dialogical practices tend to create a connected knowing (Belenky, 1999), a 

form of knowledge that is based, not on counterpoised arguments, but on conversational 

mode, in which, each interlocutor, works to identify with the perspective of the others. In 

other works, the artists aimed at physically creating a space dedicated to potential 

transformation where a conversational mode takes place along time. The courses of Tania 

Bruguera’ s School of Arte de Conducta, the center for women in Palestine by Beatrice 

Catanzaro, the skateboarding meeting point ideated by Chemi Rosado-Seijo in Puerto 

Rico, and the NICA center of Jay Koh in Myanmar are all places created in order to open-

up spaces for safe discussions and interactions. They are, often, created in contexts, such 

as Myanmar and Cuba, were openness and critical opinions are politically negated.  

Moreover, the basic elements on which dialogue is based are: humility and trust in 

human beings. People involved in the project should believe in the transformative effect of 

dialogical encounters. “Each project contains a dimension of generosity. It is not a 

protected field of working”… “ I expose myself continually by working with people”… “I am 

at the forefront all the time”…”This type of artistic practice requires an in-depth work on 

yourself.  You need constant humility and authenticity in order to be trusted by those you 
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work with. ...”You have to be ready and open to introject a transformation” (B Catanzaro 

2015, interview, 10 November). 

 

6.3.2. Participation 

 

All these projects involve and promote forms of participation. Participation of a 

human subject in activities together with other human subjects is a social process that 

produces collaboration and solidarity, when intersubjective bondings are nurtured. 

Participation can be considered as an activated consciousness performing in social 

processes, at the individual micro-communicative level, that relates to the exploration, 

development and sustaining of relationships between the self, others, and society. This 

critical consciousness is different from awareness in which one knows one’s immediate 

surroundings. Paulo Freire named awareness as ‘semi-intransitive consciousness’ and said 

that animals also possess this trait, by which, they cannot apprehend problems situated 

outside their sphere of biological necessity (Freire, 1971). Through participation that 

involves critical discussions, individual concepts, identification and subjectivity are 

constantly examined and reconfigured.  These art projects are based on a self-determined 

participation. This latter is dialogical, negotiated and relational in nature. It is not the kind 

of participation that occurs when people are only called in for photo shoots or to attend 

the final stage of a project. 

“In my opinion, an example of involvement of participants in an artwork, which do 

not bring an activated consciousness, is the one presented in the performance of Francis 

Alÿs When Faiths moves Mountains (J Koh 2015, interview, 10 November). Here, the artist 

still follows a “conventional baking style of art”. In fact, his participants were called to 

collaborate, without being asked any opinions or considerations about the artwork. In 

addition, the collaboration was merely physical (they shovelled a dune). Alÿs affirmed that 

the task execution had the effect of “transforming the consciousness of the participants”. 

However, in reality, there was not an open engagement in his work, which is, instead, the 

basis for participation as ‘activated consciousness.’ Moreover, Alÿs, instead of involving the 

community of the place in which the performance was located, he asked university 

students as volunteers. Thus, the participants were subjected to the domination of the 

artist’s concept or personality. The artist’s participation was based on a lack of critical 

engagement with the participant as a subject with a complex constitution and construction 
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of identity. “The tendency, in mainstream contemporary art, is to see participants either as 

a complicit benumbed spectator-consumer, as a problem to be fixed, or as a visual static, 

that adds value to the final form” (J Koh 2015, interview, 10 November).  

In dialogical projects, even when the outcome is still a piece of art, for instance, in 

“Awakenings” (The Art of Change, 1995-1996), the result comes from an open engaged 

participation, in this case, between the artists and the students. In Awakenings, the final 

outcome is a digital montage made by Peter Dunn, which was displayed at the Tate 

Gallery. But, this montage was the result of a long period of collaboration between the 

artists and young people participating in the project (cSPACE, 2015). The young students 

explored works in the Tate's collection, deconstructing what was historically, culturally, 

class and gender specific, and then changed places with the artist to remake the work 

about themselves and their lives (cSPACE, 2015). The remaking was the outcome of a 

series of workshops that the artists did with the children. “In this work the question of 

artistic agency is not dissolute, but it is openly thematised in the work through 

participation” (P Dunn 2015, interview, 10 October). 

 
Figure 2: The Art of Change (1995-1996) Awakenings, after Spenser’s Resurrection. 

In dialogical works, self-determined participation is taken on through voluntary 

action, driven by curiosity to find out more or to gain knowledge that can advance one’s 

interests, in processes where they can participate in the decision-making and acquire 

ownership and agency. Although it is hard or even impossible to exclude human affinities 

and goodwill as motivation for participation, care has to be taken that the participants are 

not merely led or instructed by the artist in the process.  
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In real life, enacting these realisations is not easy to do, as shown by the Myanmar 

experience of Jay Koh. Participative processes should include acknowledgement of existing 

power relationships and move onwards to activities that promote power sharing. They 

need to employ a non-partisan and exploratory medium to tease out and confront 

embedded perceptions, to re-examine existing power relationships and explore alternative 

constellations of reciprocal relationships. “Only when intersubjective bonding is achieved 

and a degree of trust built, could antagonistic questions be bought into play”(Koh, 2013).  

On the other hand, collaboration, in its critical perspective and as a self-chosen 

process, bears in art production an explicit dialogical character. Its formation and 

progression depends on: the outcome of the interpersonal communication processes, the 

situations that inform the processes, and the knowledge generated through the 

participation itself. In this form, the authorship of an individual is never relinquished, but 

moves to take on a fluid position within a collaborative network. As suggested by Tania 

Bruguera, this position is not centred, top-down or static. “The outcome of the process 

must be kept open and indeterminate, without any prescribed criteria for progress and / 

or success, so that participants can collaborate and make individual and collective 

decisions and objectives at their own pace as ways to acquire agency” (T. Bruguera 2015, 

interview, 30 October).  

In these projects, in order to encourage agency and ownership, it is important to 

get participants into decision-making phases as early as possible. Excessive attachment to 

a particular artist may undermine the development of the participants’ sense of agency 

and future participation with others. In these practices, artists and participants enact a 

form of decentred authorship, each taking on transitory roles by working within a network 

of relationships and communications. As stated by Koh: “from my experience, engaging 

these constellations through interpersonal communication (subject-to-subject) can lead to 

possible understanding that individual subjectivities are socially constructed and not 

inherited” (Koh, 2013).  

Discussions, re-evaluation and reconstruction of individual narratives, as suggested 

by Berger and Luckmann, can underline the relevance of individual actions to initiate a 

change and bring a transformation (Koh, 2013). Through these projects, participants are 

exposed to new knowledge and experience that may lead towards a transformation of 

attitude, an expanded imagination and /or an enlargement of possibilities for themselves 

and their context, and generation and ownership of future activities. It is important that 
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outcomes need to be kept indeterminate in order to effectively respond to and engage 

with fellow participants’ interests and allow these interests to influence the direction of the 

activities and shape the outcome. Many of these projects create dynamic aesthetics of 

engagement and open relationships that are sustainable and solidly tied to the context 

and conditions of the participants’ social realities. Jay Koh states that many of his 

Myanmar collaborators carried on organizing their own festivals and events, undertook 

independent researches, and by consequence, gained a greater access to new 

opportunities.  

 
6.4. Artists as institutional entrepreneurs  

 

Dialogical artists act as “institutional entrepreneurs” within the art field. Specifically, 

referring to the definition proposed by Battilana et al. (2009), these artists fulfill the two 

required conditions to be regarded as institutional entrepreneurs. Firstly, they “initiated 

divergent changes, and, secondly, they actively participated in the implementation of 

these changes” (Ibidem). A divert change is a change that breaks the institutional status 

quo in a field of activity and, thereby, possibly contribute to transforming existing 

institutions or creating new ones (Battilana et al., 2009). Active participation in change 

efforts is the other requirement for institutional entrepreneurship. Actors must mobilize 

resources to implement change to be regarded as institutional entrepreneurs.  As already 

described in the previous pages, dialogical artists initiated divergent changes by 

implementing new practices that broke with the dominant logic of the art field.  

 

“We insisted that what we do was art. At the beginning it was 

denied”.  

Beatrice 

Catanzaro 

“We did a step with few other artists in a completely new direction, 

and we had to fight a lot for this”. 

WochenKlausur  

“At the beginning the art world saw the introduction of our political art 

as a contamination”. 

Peter Dunn 

“In the first place, there was a lot of resistance towards our art 

practice”.  

Loraine Leeson 
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“What I did thirty years ago is now considered as art, but it was not  

 considered as such by that time”. 

Tania Bruguera 

“In 1994, we were invited to participate in an international event  

,named Littoral, in Manchester; it was a meeting of critical art theory 

outside of the traditional one of the art world”.   

Alessandro 

Meitin 

Table 4: Dialogical artists promote divergent changes. 

 

Furthermore, dialogical artists were capable of actively implement those changes. 

They were able to collect resources, do fundraising, and make allies with governmental 

bodies in order to realize their projects. 

“An artist, in order to do these type of projects, has to acquire other 

tools, for example, you have to start doing fundraising and many 

other activities related to an organizational world that have nothing to 

do with the creation of an artistic medium”. 

Beatrice 

Catanzaro 

 

“You have to become very skilled at fundraising for each of your 

works”. 

Peter Dunn 

Table 5: Implementation of changes initiated by dialogical artists. 

Many of these artists did partnerships and alliances with governmental bodies in 

order to implement their projects. For instance, for the East London Health Project, the Art 

of Change received a founding from the East London Trades Councils; WochenKlausur 

projects are all commissioned by art institutions; Jay Koh collaborated with the CityArts to 

do public art projects in Ireland; Beatrice Catanzaro did a partnership with Slow Food in 

order to financially contribute to sustain Bait Al Karama. Most of dialogical artists, such as 

Koh, Peter Dunn, Lorraine Leeson, Jen Delos Reyes and Beatrice Catanzaro are also 

Professors in Art universities. Being present in the academic field let them to have easily 

access to funds and, at the same time, diffuse their art practices. “We had to establish 

ourselves through teaching. And basically, especially at the beginning, we also had to 

found our artworks through our teaching” (P Dunn 2015, interview, 10 October).  

Dialogical artists have, over time, acquired an increasing visibility, and, nowadays, 

they are considered to be almost mainstream in the contemporary art field. For instance, 

this year the Turner Prize, one of the most prestigious prizes of contemporary art, was 

won by Assemble. Assemble is a collective of 15 people whose work addresses the 
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relationship between people and the environment. “Assemble take a hands on, 

collaborative approach, and whilst their work usually includes design it rarely starts or 

ends there, often employing a range of means from the social to the infrastructural to 

make spaces which enable independence, self-authorship, creativity and difference” (Press 

Release, Assemble, Turner Prize 2016). This is an evident sign that these practices, which 

are more dialogical and socially based, are now established and rewarded by the art 

world.  

 

“I am having this weird situation where I am becoming in a way 

mainstream. For instance, I was at the Frieze Art Talk the other day 

and this was very mainstream. Moreover, Art Forum wrote a lot 

about me”. 

Tania Bruguera 

“I think we should not demonize the fact of being mainstream. I 

think as an artist it is a big challenge, I use my mainstream moment 

to gain visibility and spread my ideas”. 

“At the Frieze talk, when most of the people spoke about the 

market, I spoke about how to be a political artist”. 

“So it is more about how you use your visibility for, than 

immediately thinking that just because you are more central in the 

field, you are going to lose your authenticity”. 
Table 6: Dialogical artists are becoming mainstream in the art world. 

 

 Tania Bruguera, accurately, points out: “being mainstream is completely different 

than being in status quo”. These artists fight against what is the status quo, which is 

constituted by a “gang of privilege art people” (T Bruguera 2015, interview, 30 October). 

Some artists express a concern associated by having become in a way “mainstream”: the 

risk that their practices are only going to be “eaten by the dominant logic” (by the art 

system), without, fundamentally, not providing people with any durable changes. 

However, nevertheless this worry, which still exists, most of the interviewed artists sees 

the current interest towards their art from the art world as extremely positive.  
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“Even if mainstream art institutions are going to systematize our 

practices, there will be other peripheral institutions that will become 

interested in this practices due to the fact that are very more visible. 

It is as an organic mechanism”. 

Beatrice 

Catanzaro 

“I know that there are artists which use the socially engaged label to 

become fashionable, but there are actually many others which truly 

believe in their work and want to make a different kind of art”. 

Jay Koh 

“I think it is a positive thing that nowadays there are more socially 

engaged artists, even if, sometimes, they over impose their 

aesthetic”. 

 

“ I think it is still better that nothing”. 

Chemi Rosado-

Seijo 

“You cannot stop the system by absorbing these practices, but you 

can decide not to take part of it and exploiting your visibility to reach 

your aims”. 

Peter Dunn 

Table 7: The positive aspects of becoming mainstream. 
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 6.5. The process leading to institutional change 

 

 

 
Framework 2: The process leading to institutional change. 

 

 

6.5.1. Dissatisfaction 

 

The artists’ initial motivation in doing these practices is represented by their 

distance from the dominant values of the art system. With the art system they refer to 

both the art market and the art world in general.  
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“The primarily distribution process was the art market. That was for 

rich people. I did not know any rich people, thus, I felt I had 

absolutely no contact with them as an audience”. 

Peter Dunn 

“I grew up very conscious about society and I studied art in order to 

give all I knew back to people”. 

Chemi-Rosado Seijo 

“The education I had, since the beginning, was that art has only to 

be done for the love of art”. 

“Art has not to be done for the profit”. 

Tania Bruguera 

“A modern artist does not really go and treat the people equally, 

this was a huge problem for me ”. 

Jay Koh 

“I studied fine art and I met Peter at the university. And I think we 

both wanted to find a way to use art to make a difference, and we 

were not interested to sell our works to people in the art world”. 

L Leeson 

“Since the beginning, we questioned the market and how the value 

of art was assigned by the market”. 

Carole Condé 

“This involved the all process of analyzing and becoming more 

politicized in our practices”. 

Karl Beveridge 

Table 8: The feeling of dissatisfaction of dialogical artists.  

 

Moreover, the other main driver, that prompts them to be involved in these new 

practices, is their personal desire to, through the artistic medium, bring a change in the 

world.  
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“I truly believe art can change the world”. Chemi Rosado 

Seijo 

“Even before being an artist, I had already a strong sense of social 

justice, which I  then, simply, express it through my art”. 

Jay Koh 

“I was motivated by the desire to do something good to people. 

”There is a dimension of purely generosity in my art”. 

Beatrice 

Catanzaro 

“We find a way for our works to make a different agenda and make a 

difference to people”. 

Loraine Leeson  

Table 9: The desire to do something socially-engaged of dialogical artists.  

 

These artists openly want to do something social, to change things in the real world 

by using aesthetic experience to transform human consciousness. Therefore, dialogical 

artists share a general dissatisfaction with the authority and traditions of the institutional 

art world, which they associated with values they do not believe in or feel closed to. “One 

thing in which we were always particularly very strong was a critique of the art market” (C 

Condé 2015, interview, 15 December). Many artists consider the intensive monetization of 

contemporary art as symptomatic of increasing global division and try to create alternative 

modes of distribution and production for their work. The art world is perceived as being 

dominated by the homogenous taste patterns of a relatively small network of international 

collectors, curators, critics, and dealers driven by economic hierarchy and cultural 

privilege. These artists see the critic or art historian as being part of this larger 

legitimating apparatus. By consequence, all of them do not care of being well established 

in the art world, or of being excluded by the art market. In fact, their works are not 

sealable. Dialogical artists seem to prefer to work marginally in the field in order to have 

greater freedom. “It is interesting to see that sometimes less important places, those I call 

risks takers, are better to do your work than established institutions (T. Bruguera 2015, 

interview, 30 October). “They are really in the same state of mind you are” (Ibidem). “I 

always try to work with smaller institutions, because they do what they believe is 

important and do not think too much about the consequences” (B Catanzaro 2015, 

interview, 10 November).  
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From an institutional entrepreneurial prospective, these artists seem to be 

characterized by different cognitive norms compared to the one of the art field. The 

cognitive aspect of institutions embodies cultural values and frameworks that guide our 

understanding of the nature of reality and the frames through which that meaning is 

developed (Wade-Benzoni et al., 2002). In addition, they connect the values of their 

artworks with their personal identity, creating value congruence that is a potent force for 

social change (Leca, Battilana & Boxenbaum, 2006). “It is very hard when you are young 

and see all your friends being successful and you are not able”….”But when you truly 

believe in this type of art, you are just not able to do another kind of art, unless you are 

an hypocrite, which I am not” (T. Bruguera 2015, interview, 30 October). 

 

6.5.2. Micro-factors 

 

Arts members and art institutions are, only recently, validating these practices as 

art. However, dialogical and socially engaged artists have been working like this for a long 

time. Artists such as arole Conde, Karl Beveridge, Peter Dunn and Loraine Leeson 

appeared in the art scene in the late ‘70s by presenting new logics through their works. 

Then, they carried on implementing their projects for more than twenty years, even if not 

supported or considered by the art institutions. This is, greatly, due to their constant 

persistence and strong motivation. These artists have, always, carried on publishing 

articles in art journals and newspapers. Furthermore, they were visible in the academic 

world. 

 

 “It was important to keep our presence in the art world also by 

writing in art journals and by not going away from Universities”. 

Loraine Leeson 

“Many people did not believe in what we were doing, but we never 

gave up committing to our projects”. 

Karl Beveridge 

“At first we did not care about the vision of the other critics or artists 

in the world of traditional art. Our interest was not thinking about 

what others thought or said, but just to implement our projects” 

Alejandro Meitin 

Table 10: Micro-Factors in the process leading to institutional change. 
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Micro factors are, then, related to both the survival and development of these art 

practices.  It was essential for these artists to keep their presence, even if peripherally, in 

the art field. Lorraine Leeson declared that from the late ‘70s until the ‘80s there were 

some people, even in the art world, who were sympathetic towards these practices. “At 

the beginning of the ‘80s, maybe due to the presence of right governments in both UK 

and USA, this sympathetic interest seemed disappeared” (L Leeson 2015, interview, 8 

October). “It seemed as we were under the illusion that all social engaged art work was 

gone” (P Dunn 2015, interview, 10 October) … “But it was not, and especially in other 

parts of the world, such as in India, South America and Africa, collectives like Dialogue, 

Huit Facettes and Ala Plastica were carried on practicing this art” (P Dunn 2015, interview, 

10 October). Today, on the contrary, “these practices are part of a new field, they have 

created a new genre ” (P Dunn 2015, interview, 10 October). “It is evident that there has 

been a transformation in integrating such practices in the art world” (B Catanzaro 2015, 

interview, 10 November). “These projects, nowadays, are certainty considered as the 

works of artists” (CR Seijo 2015, interview, 30 December). A great role has been played 

lately by art critics such as Grant Kester that have tried to provide these projects with a 

strong theoretical validity within the art field. 

 

 6.5.3. Macro-factors 

 

What has changed from the late ‘80s, when dialogical artists were excluded from 

the art world, to today, when they are recognized as artists and are in a central position in 

the field, is the context. It is essential to locate these approaches in the current 

contemporary world, which is characterized by a period of more general political and social 

crisis. The recent proliferation of collaborative practices can be viewed as part of a cyclical 

paradigm shift within the field of art, even as the nature of this shift involves an increasing 

permeability between art and other zones of symbolic production (Kester, 2011). Today, 

class division and the monopolization of major industry are reaching levels not seen in the 

USA and in EU since the late nineteenth century (THE FIELD, 2015). At the same time, 

there is also a growing sense of political renewal around the world. “The dominant political 

narratives used to explain and justify economic inequality, the distribution of resources 

and opportunities within society, and the relative responsibility of the State to the public at 

large, are being contested and destabilized” (Kester, 2011). As these narratives lose their 
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legitimacy, space is open for new stories and new visions of the future. It is this sense of 

possibility, and imminent threat, that animates the remarkable profusion of contemporary 

art practices concerned with collective action and civic engagement. As the history of 

modernism has repeatedly demonstrated, the greatest potential for transforming and 

reenergizing artistic practice is often realized precisely at those points where its 

established identity is most seriously at risk (Kester, 2011). 

Furthermore, nowadays, museums and institutions are more and more forced to 

think and prove their cultural relevancy, and they are trying to figure out how to work with 

artists in order to bring new audiences (JD Reyes, 2015). As pointed out by Open 

Engagement’s founder Jen Delos: “In the last decade, there has been an increased 

pressure on arts and academic institutions to define the benefits they provide to society at 

large” (JD Ross, interview, 10 October 2015). “Museums try to simultaneously address 

aesthetic and concrete social goal by promoting socially-engaged artists” (JD Ross, 

interview, 10 October 2015). This interest in sustaining dialogical artists could also be due 

to cuts in their budgets that many museums had to face after the crisis of 2008. In this 

sense, for an institution, engaging with socially engaged artists is more economical than 

dealing with traditional ones. Finally, “it seems that today more artists and art institutions 

are asking themselves the question: ‘Why this socially engaged work matters’? ‘Why this 

work is so relevant and significant right now’?” (JD Ross, interview, 10 October 2015). 

“One possible answer is that this work has the ability to touch issues outside the 

institutions and really call people to act and reconsider their social situation in a way that 

other mediums maybe cannot” (JD Ross, interview, 10 October 2015). 

 

6.6. The new institutional logic 

 

Dialogical artists, by implementing their practices, have promoted a new 

institutional logic in the art field. Today, they have gained a fully recognition in the art 

world. The main driver is the artists’ dissatisfaction toward the art world dominant logics 

and their desire to bring a social change. From this point of view, it is possible to highlight 

their different cognitive norms compared to the ones of the field in which they are 

embadded. Artists have brought a new logic in the field. This result was possible thanks to 

micro-factors such as: the strong perseverance of the artists and their motivation to 

exercise and diffuse these practices; the theoretical validity of the art critics, such as Grant 
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Kester and Brian Holmes; and the initial support from institutions outside the art field. 

Furthermore, the artists themselves, through teaching and publishing, have played an 

important role in both diffusing and validating these practices within the art field. 

However, the micro-factors did not institute alone the new institutional logic in the art 

field. As presented in the table above, theses micro-factors generated a place for 

transformative politics where, due to the synergy with other macro-factors, the new 

institutional logic is instituted and diffused in the art field. Some of the most important 

macro factors are: the crisis in the global economy of the last years; new cultural policies 

in EU and USA; and the greater money constraints for museums and art institutions. 

Therefore, the micro-factors, by generating this place for transformative politics, are also 

influenced by macro-factors and vice versa. In conclusion, micro and macro factors act as 

moderators in the process leading to institutional change.  

 

6.7. The coexistence of different logics 

 

The institutional change is represented by the entrance of a new institutional logic 

in the art field. Most institutional researchers, on the contrary, explain institutional change 

as a movement from one dominant logic to another (Reay & Hinings, 2009). Dialogical 

artists promoted a new logic, which was, then, implemented thanks to the synergy of both 

micro and macro factors. As suggested by Reay and Hinings (2009) competing logics can 

co-exist and separately guide the behaviour of different actors. It is important to state 

that, according to institutional theorists, organizational fields can be characterized by two 

or more institutional logics that may exist at the same time (Scott, 2001). 

 The new institutional logic is currently visible in the art field, and tends to modify, 

to a certain degree the dominant one, even if the two are currently co-existing. This logic 

is constituted, as already described above, by changes in the norms, values and beliefs of 

the art system (cognitive). However, it also contributes to changes in the normative 

aspects of the art institutions. Normative or social aspects of institutions generally take the 

form o rules of thumb, standard operating procedures, occupational standards, and 

educational curricula (Wade-Benzoni et al., 2002). Normative changes can be testified by 

the presence, in many Art Universities, of MFAs dedicated to socially engaged practices. 

Regarding these masters, the interviewed artists expressed some concern in relation to 

how to structure them.  
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“The question about the MFA in Socially engaged art is not whether 

or not they should be there, but how do we make them work”. 

Loraine Leeson  

“I do not think the Academia should teach how to be a socially 

engaged artists, because it is a field which has not grown from the 

Academia”. 

“I think it is good to be skeptical”. 

Chemi-Rosado 

Sejo 

“We have to generate a discussion about how to teach these 

practices”. 

Beatrice 

Catanzaro 
Table 11: Considerations and opinions of dialogical artists about MFA in Socially Engaged Art.  

 

Another normative change is testified by the existence of new organizations aimed 

at sustaining these artists with financial and organizational help, such as Open 

engagement and the Blade of Grass. Blade of Grass is an American organization based in 

NYC born in 2011 to financially support social engaged artists. These organisations are 

playing an important role in sustaining and promoting the new institutional logic.  

 

“These institutions are created in order to help us”. 

“It was such as the artist had gone ahead and the system had not 

followed, but these institutions are there in order to follow us”. 

Beatrice 

Catanzaro 

“When I took part to the first open engagement conference, for the 

first time, I felt I was not alone, but we were a large number of 

artists moved by similar visions”. 

Tania Bruguera 

Table 12: Comments of dialogical artists about the role of new institutions in the art field promoting dialogical art.  

 

Open Engagement, is the largest conference on socially engaged practices, entirely 

dedicated to help artists to create a network and to generally support all kind of social 

practitioners. Jen Delos Reyes, founder of Open Engagement, worked with Portland State 

University from 2008-2014 to create the first flexible residency Art and Social Practice MFA 

program in the United States and devised the curriculum that focused on place, 

engagement, and dialogue. In 2012, in USA, was born the first MFS developed in 
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partnership with a Museum. It is called Social Practice Queens (SPQ) and come from the 

partnership between Queens College of the City University of New York and the Queens 

Museum. The SPQ program encourages participating students to develop projects in 

tandem with the Queens Museum’s ongoing community-based activities. 

 Moreover, nowadays, there are specific dedicated prizes for socially engaged artists 

such as the Leonore Annenberg Prize for Art and Social Change (New York) inaugurated in 

2009, the Visible Award promoted by the collaboration between Fondazione Michelangelo 

Pistoletto and Fondazione Zegna since 2010, and the International Prize for Participatory 

Art (promoted by the Region Emilia Romagna, Italy) introduced in 2011. There is, even, 

an entire online art journal dedicated to social engagement practices and relative art 

criticism. It was born in 2014 and is called FIELD.  In addition, dialogical artists became 

better capable of describing the social potentials of their works by taking part of many 

conferences, such those promoted by the Creative Time Summit. “New institutions and 

organizations such as Creative Time, Creative Capital and Foundations are becoming very 

important for our kind of work, which is socially-engaged” (CR Seijo 2015, interview, 30 

December).  

The new institutional logic is also likely to affect the regulative, or legal aspects of 

art institutions. Regulative aspects of institutions most commonly take the form of 

regulations (Wade-Benzoni et al., 2002). Perana Reddy, the Director of Public events at 

the Queens Museum of Art, pointed out: “engaging in complicated social relations in the 

real world involves a surrender of control over outcome as well as some amount of risk. 

This is not something that all the museums want to enter into or are well positioned to do” 

(Driever, 2013). “A museum that works with socially engaged art has to implement 

different norms compared to usual ones, because these projects are characterized by 

different features, such as durability, cross-sectoriality and community engagement” 

(Driever, 2013).  

In addition, as declared by Tania Bruguera: “as artists we have to fight a lot with 

museums’ managers in order to explain them they cannot treat socially engaged art in the 

same way as they treat object-based art” (T. Bruguera 2015, interview, 30 October). “I 

think that I can see how the Queens Museum has been changing lately, because the 

artworks they want to present or the way the museum is working is completely different 

now compared to the past. Thanks to its vision of being socially-engaged and community 

based, it has a greater number of people, especially from the Queens, that go to the 
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museum” (CR Seijo 2015, interview, 30 December). “The availability of a Museum is one 

of the thing that the art world can give to society” (Ibidem). 

This new logic introduced in the art world has generated a discussion about the 

transformation of the current system itself. There has been a transformation in the art 

field already, as these socially engaged forms of art are now being recognized and valued. 

The dominant logic is still there, but the new logic is brought into the system and the two 

logics are currently co-existing.  

 

“The art system has a very strong need not to transform itself”. Alejandro Meitin 

“A transformation (a change in the dominant logic), if it happens, will 

be a very slow process”. 

Beatrice 

Catanzaro 

“For such conversion to happen we need time, it is not immediate”. Chemi-Rosado 

Seijo 

“The art world and the art market must reconfigure this situation that 

is slowly taking place. This reconfiguration is slow, it is much slower 

than the thoughts and actions of the artists and those who work in 

this field”. 

Alejandro Meitin 

Table 13: Opinions of dialogical artists about the immutability and transformation of the art system.  

 

 According to Mair and Marti, I argue that an institutional entrepreneurship 

perspective is a promising way to understand the role of these artists in changing 

structures, and promoting both institutional and social changes. Dialogical artists do not 

want to substitute conventional art, but they aim at opening up the concept of art, by 

imagining it not as a way to create objects, but as a way to create knowledge. “We 

promoted the ability in the art not only to produce objects, but to create forms of 

knowledge. The art, over the past 200 years, has always been thought as a form of 

objectual creation”… “Now we think about the possibility of a creation, in the form of 

creation of knowledge” (A Meitin 2015, interview, 17 November). 
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7. Conclusions  

 

By acting as institutional entrepreneurs, dialogical artists adopt artistic features that 

do not align with the ones supported by the institutional logic (Dobbin, 1994; etc.) and, by 

promoting and implementing these practices, they also act as social innovators. The 

divergent change initiated by these artists, is visible, clearly, only by adopting an art 

theory literature in order to comprehend the dominant logic behind art generation and 

diffusion. The establishment of this new logic is possible due to artists’ personal 

dissatisfaction that act as a main driver in leading to a potential change, and, also, by the 

synergy between micro and macro factors which act as moderators in the process. 

Moreover, this case study is an example of a situation where competing logics will be 

continuing to co-exist for a lengthy period of time (Marquis and Lounsbury 2007, 

Lounsbury, 2007; Reay and Hinings, 2005). In the process leading to institutional change, 

there is a focus not only on macro-factors, but, by expressing the main driver of the 

change and the micro-factors, I aimed at addressing the necessity, expressed by Dorado, 

to, not only, explain why individuals can become institutional entrepreneurs, but also why 

they will (Dorado, 2013). Moreover, by analyzing these artistic practices from an 

institutional entrepreneurship perspective, I grasped their potential in generating social 

innovation. Thus, it is interesting, how it is possible to exploit synergies from different 

literatures, by adopting different point of views and perspectives. The new logic proposed 

in the field, moreover, is based on and promotes new cognitive, normative and regulative 

norms, which are, clearly, visible in the art world.  

This research, also, depicts the new role that artists are playing in our historical 

moment. I agree with Eco (1962) when he states that “The situation of art has become a 

situation in the process of development: far from being fully accounted for and 

catalogued, it is an open situation, in movement. A work in progress”. Or with Karl Kraus 

(1912) when he affirms that “Art is what becomes the world, not what the world is”. From 

all these projects described in the Thesis, it is possible to see that, nowadays, many art 

processes try to inhabit those spaces of fracture, generated by the fragmentation of social 

cohesion. It seems that art is trying to abide the real by overcoming some observable 

societal limits. Artists try to promote processes and projects of various kinds and desire to 

generate and diffuse forms of knowledge. In fact, we are living through a singular cultural 
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moment in which the conventional relationship between art and the social world, and 

between artist and viewer, is being questioned and renegotiated. There is a remarkable 

proliferation of new artistic practices devoted to forms of political, social and cultural 

transformation. 

 It is as if today artists desire to play a social role. The word “artist” has lost much 

of its traditional sense in the recent years. When dialogical artists meet their civic role as 

citizens and, even if there are not fixed rules to create dialogic art, often their works act 

involuntarily as a political megaphone. They, in some way, take on a political role within 

the public realm. The art, however, as well as any kind of cultural production, in these 

examples, is used as a transformative practice through the mobilization and the call to a 

certain type of action. Such production should make us reflect on our historical moment, 

and the kind of society in which we are immersed. It is important for art, and this type of 

artists, to build alternative points of view compared to the conventional ones, de-

naturalize taken for granted speeches and, promote new visions by mediating encounters 

with the Other. I believe we should trust this transformative potential of open meetings. 

In the current situation of civic crack, when the daily reality is marked by inadequate 

urban structure incapable of taking care of its inhabitants, these artists oppose a model 

whose vision aims at generating new ways for the recovery of a necessary civic and 

participatory dimension. In a sense, in the midst of this crisis, the art game is no longer a 

game: it's something that comes close to the nature of a social event (Camusso, 2016). A 

social situation (Ibidem). Art is a different social practice field, but arises, in some way, to 

the border of social reality when it actively intervenes in society. Although there is a 

boundary between art and activism, this is very malleable and is defined in a very 

precarious way. The emergency of the situation in which we find ourselves today sets the 

conditions necessary to review this limit. The research of these artists not only reflects and 

builds images and speeches in public spaces, but it is also influenced by the world around 

them in a broader sense. In other words, they have always tried to open their work to 

dialogue with the material world we all live in.  

These artists, using reality as they raw material, enact social innovation through 

dialogue and collaboration, and implement, in my opinion, a process of humanization. In 

this respect, it is very important to understand the nature and analyze these projects over 

time. Very important would be to dedicate new resources and methods for the correct 
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analysis of such processes. It might be useful to proceed by adopting evaluative methods 

used for social work.  

7.1. Future Research 

 Institutional change may occur when actors develop practices that differentiate 

from those established in the field, and let the co-existence of competing logics take 

place. This conceptualization provides a new understanding of field-level arrangements 

and may provide an important foundation for future research. Moreover, my findings 

suggest that, in order to understand the logic of a field, like the art world, it is essential to 

delve into its specific literature, in this case, the art theory, to deeply grasp the rules that 

are behind art production. Only through a deep acknowledgement of the rules of a 

particular industry, which are often not understood at the first sight, it is possible to know 

how to lead to potential changes in a field. The contribution of research on institutional 

entrepreneurship has not to be limited to institutional theory. Moreover, I focus on the 

importance of analysing a situation adopting different literatures and to truly exploit their 

synergies. This allowed me to understand that these practices are capable of generating 

not only a new institutional logic, but also social innovation outside the field of study. I 

encourage other researchers to investigate fields where multiple logics co-exist. The 

complexity of institutional change processes is reflected in my findings. My efforts to 

understand changes at the field level in conjunction with actions at both micro and macro 

level help to highlight the importance of multi-level approaches. I, certainly, encourage 

further efforts by other researchers in other settings that will extend or challenge these 

findings. In conclusion, future researches could be used to figure out more specifically the 

macro-factors by focusing on a specific country or area. Thus, in this way, a more in depth 

study would be undertaken and would let the research be more accurate in terms of which 

factors are the more relevant to help bring a change. Because institutional change is a 

highly complex and uncertain process, the outcome of which is difficult to predict, we 

should devote additional effort to trying to understand better how actors can initiate it.  
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